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By MARCIA BARRAN
The Sidney Harman Writer-in Residence pro-
gram presented “A Reading and Conversation
with April Bernard” last Tuesday, October 28.
Held in the Newman Conference Center, the
event featured accomplished poet, essayist and
novelist April Bernard, who is currently the Fall
2003 writer-in-residence at Baruch College. 
The New York Literary Roundtable produced
the function, which was co-sponsored by the
Weissman School of Arts and Sciences, Poets
& Writers Inc. and the New York Literature
Fest. Students, faculty members and other
administration members attended the event in
anticipation of hearing Bernard give life to her
printed words.
“We have rotated the genre over the years,”
said Roslyn Bernstein, director of the Harman
program and a professor of English at Baruch
College. Bernstein gave a brief history of the
program and also mentioned its objectives.
“These writers actually come to Baruch and
teach courses.”
“I like to think of the writers of the Sidney
Harman program as laureates,” said Grace
Schulman, a renowned poet and a professor of
English at Baruch College. 
“[Bernard’s] voice is fresh, vigorous, racing,”
Harman writer-in-residence April Bernard
speaks at Baruch.  (Photo/ Aaron Siegel)
BY ADENIKE HUGGINS
The Computer Center for Visually Impaired
People, located on the sixth floor of Baruch
College’s Technology Center building, cele-
brated its 25th year of service to the communi-
ty on October 23. The center offers a wide
range of computer services for students with
visual impairment, including assistance with
Microsoft applications and help with internet
research and surfing. 
At an event that showcased the progress made
in improving the lives of visually impaired peo-
ple, notable businesses and technology compa-
nies displayed their products.  The companies
in attendance included Verizon, the
Metropolitan Transportation Authority,
JPMorganChase and CBS. They demonstrated
their social responsibility towards helping
members of the communities that they serve.
Businesses such as Ai Squared and C-Tech
were also on hand to showcase their hardware
and software products for the visually impaired.  
“Screen readers cost $6,000 in the old days.
The price has come down significantly and
technology has improved tremendously,” said
Judith Gerber, a manager at CCVIP reflecting
on the advances at the center.
Karen Gourgey, director of the CCVIP, who
is visually impaired herself and uses a guide
dog, expressed excitement about the event and
the new products being demonstrated.           
“The computer is an equalizer for visually
impaired people,”  said Gourgey. 
Ai Squared, the industry leader in screen
reader and magnification software has been
around for 15 years. They presented demos of
their newest product ZoomText 8.0 which
allows users to magnify the text in word pro-
cessing and internet applications.  The product
also has a feature that reads the words on the
screen as the user types.  Dirk Swart, director of
product marketing at Ai Squared said that the
company is committed expressly to advancing
low-vision software.  The CCVIP has been
using Ai Squared’s products and software for
several years.  
Metrocard vending machines by the MTA and
JPMorganChase’s e-ATM provide audio
options for visually impaired people, which
enables them to complete transactions privately
by plugging their earphones into outlets located
on the machines.  Before the enhancement of
the machines, visually impaired individuals had
to ask tellers or token booth clerks for assis-
tance.  
Alison Braen, an assistant vice president at
JPMorganChase said that the company’s new
enhanced ATMs are the first ever in the indus-
try, and they help the company fulfill its social
responsibility to the visually impaired market
segment. 
Social responsibility was also the topic of dis-
cussion with Gregg Peterson from CBS. He
spoke about Description, which is equipped
with a narrator and is currently available for
programs like JAG, Blues Clues and CSI.  CBS
is committed to offering four hours per week of
programming to the visually impaired. While
they have no current plans to increase their
hours, they reminded the audience to look at the
progress made over the past years.     
Gourgey spoke about the tremendous progress
that has been made. She remembers the CCVIP
running blind programming classes on huge
main frame computers and printing on slow and
bulky braille printers.  
“Talking ATMs and Metrocard machines
allow full access to everything in the communi-
ty and offer a real essense of independence to
visually impaired people,” she said. “[Visually
impaired people are] more able to be present in
the community.”
The CCVIP holds a monthly Open House on
the first Wednesday of every month for more
information on their services.
See  APRIL, Page 5
NYU Seeking 
Answers After 3
Student Suicides
By ANASTASIA DONDE
Three New York University students took
their own lives in a period of two months this
year. On Friday, October 24, less than a week
after the third death, an open forum titled
“Reflections, Responses, and Reactions: A
Student Forum,” was held at NYU, where
members of the student body, faculty and the
administration could express their thoughts,
reactions, and concerns regarding the deaths of
John Skolnik, 20, Steven Bohler, 18 and
Michelle Gluckman, 19. 
The three students from NYU killed them-
selves by jumping off the tenth, ninth and sixth
stories respectively. The deaths were not related
and the students did not know each other. The
suicides raised pressing questions for those
both inside and outside of NYU. The meeting,
held at the new Kimmel Center for University
Life, was provided in response to student
requests for a meeting to discuss the events.
The university did not publicize the forum,
therefore only around 30 people attended. 
Todd Smith, president of the Office of
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender
Student Services at NYU, led the meeting along
with Melinda Aquino, the assistant director of
OASIS (African American, Latino, and Asian
American Student Services). Smith opened the
forum by clarifying some of the information
about the three deaths. He said that the first
death, of Skolnik on September 12, was offi-
cially determined a suicide, while the other two
are still under investigation. Drugs may have
been involved in the deaths of Bohler and
Gluckman.
In the first part of the forum, the attendants
broke into small groups of four or five and ven-
tured to answer Smith’s question: “What are
your thoughts and feelings about the events?”    
“How can we [faculty] help the students,
especially when we don’t know that they are
having a problem?” asked an English professor.  
He said this in reference to the fact that the
three students did not show any signs of depres-
sion. The professor said that it is difficult to
have personal relationships with students at
NYU because the school has a student popula-
tion of 40,000.
“I have 150 students in some of my classes,”
he said. He also found it irritating that “you
have Fox News sticking the mic in your face
and asking ‘What’s wrong with this school?’”  
After the small groups, the attendants at the
forum had the opportunity to speak about their
concerns on the issue in front of everyone. 
“There is a lack of recognition on the part of
the university that we are going through a trau-
matic experience,” said an NYU student who
was in tears when she spoke. 
Many students felt the university was ignor-
ing the events. 
Mark Wais, vice president of Student Affairs,
replied to her comment. According to him, the
university gets accusations such as “you are
covering up, you are only concerned with next
year’s enrollment.” However, he explained that
university officials consulted with many
experts in and outside of NYU after the first
death on the best way to deal with the events. 
“We were advised to take a fairly low-key
approach, because if we glorified the event,
there might have been copycats,” said Wais. 
According to him, the university did not want
to turn this into a desirable, or heroic act. No
one knows if the suicides that followed, of
Bohler and Gluckman, were copycat cases.        
“After Steven’s death we decided to commu-
Karen Gourgey and her dog, BJ use a vend-
ing machine for the visually impaired at
Penn Station. (Photo/ CCVIP)
Computer Center for Visually
Impaired Celebrates Its 25th Year
See FORUM, Page 3
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By MICHAEL POLYAK
The Colin Powell Fellows Program in
International Diplomacy offers Baruch upper-
classmen the opportunity to not only gain valu-
able experience in international politics and
economics, but also earn scholarship money.
Myrna Chase, Dean of the Weissman School of
Arts and Sciences and Professor Terry Martell
of the Weissman Center for International
Business will administer the program at
Baruch. The eight-week summer program in
the State Department will take place either in
Washington or at the U.S. Permanent Mission
to the United Nations in New York. Each fellow
will receive a travel and housing stipend, a
modest salary and academic credit from Baruch
College.  
“This will be an opportunity for our students
to see if they might want to serve their country
in the state department,” said Chase. It is not
the path that most business students think they
will follow when they take a degree in finance
or economics but  “this will definitely not be a
gopher experience,” she said. 
Each fellow will be given specific tasks to
accomplish. Potential applicants must fit cer-
tain academic and professional criteria in order
to be considered. Students must have a strong
interest in politics, diplomacy, history, econom-
ics, finance, business, commerce, and other cul-
tures. They must also be fluent in at least two
languages, one which must be English, they
must have and maintain a 3.5 GPA or above and
have at least three letters of recommendation.
The completion of this program can lead to a
position with the State Department and a career
in international business and politics. 
The program came to Baruch through the
motivation and dedication of Baruch alumni
and United States ambassadors Tom Niles and
Carl Spielvogel as well as the Weissman School
of Arts and Sciences and the Weissman Center
for International Business.  
Currently there is a general call for applica-
tions. The applicants will be screened and
interviewed by a selection committee consist-
ing of Niles and Spielvogel as well as Baruch
Professors John Goering, Sanders Korenman,
Hector Cordero-Guzman,  Ervand Abrahamian,
Martell and Chase. 
The applicants that are chosen will be
announced and recognized at the Baruch
College Spring Honors Convocation. 
The program is geared toward members of the
Baruch community who will be attending
school for at least another semester after this
summer.  Letters will be sent from the college
informing students with appropriate an GPA
about the program. In order to apply to this pro-
gram please call 646-312-3870 or email
Myrna_Chase@baruch.cuny.edu. 
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By ROSA CABALLERO
Professor Christine Uber Grosse from
Thunderbird, The American Graduate School
of International Management, told students at
Baruch the many advantages of knowing a sec-
ond language in a lecture titled, “Who Needs
Foreign Languages? The Competitive
Advantage of Culture Learning in Business.”
In a survey comprised of 581 Thunderbird
alumni, Grosse found out that knowing a sec-
ond language helps build trust, offers business
and social opportunities, opens up new worlds,
provides personal enrichment, enhances credi-
bility and is an advantage when hiring deci-
sions are made. 
The event  took place October 27, in the 14th
floor conference center of the Vertical Campus,
and was hosted by The Weissman Center for
International Business and The Weissman
School of Arts and Sciences. Grosse explained
to the audience of how her interest in other lan-
guages began when she was a young child and
wanted to communicate with her Italian neigh-
bor. 
A couple of years ago she felt prompted to do
a survey using Surveypro.com, a website that
those in academic institutions can use for free,
to validate her beliefs that languages and cul-
ture learning are vital to succeeding  in the busi-
ness world. 
“Some administrators in Thunderbird said the
only language you need is English in interna-
tional business,” she said.  “That made me mad;
it’s got to be an advantage to speak another lan-
guage.”
Of the 581 responses from alumni who had
graduated between 1979-2002, there were 246
anonymous comments. Eighty-two percent of
alumni said that they have received a competi-
tive advantage, and 89 percent said that cultur-
al learning has been helpful. Although Grosse
couldn’t verify a connection between making
more money and speaking a second language
respondents with incomes of $200,000 and
more said that it was very helpful. 
What languages do international employers
look for? According to the survey, Spanish,
German and Japanese. Chinese is also a good
language to know, since the country’s economy
is looking better and more businesses are estab-
lishing a presence in China.  
“The language and cultural knowledge I
gained has opened up new opportunities,”
wrote one Thunderbird alumnus. “The ability to
speak and understand the culture has made our
efforts successful beyond our wildest dreams. It
is so critical that without it we would have
failed for sure.” 
Grosse also discovered that the more lan-
guages a person knows, the more likely they are
to receive corporate recognition, and that it
helps with understanding a business environ-
ment, reduces chance for misunderstanding and
enhances one’s reputation. 
She asked seven Baruch students to share
with everyone how knowing a second language
has helped them. One student who is fluent in
Spanish, Italian and English spoke about how
she impressed an executive by speaking to him
in all three languages. A male student described
how he makes international clients feel com-
fortable at business meetings by knowing a
handful of phrases in their languages. 
“I really wonder if it isn’t monolinguals who
say all you need is English,” said Grosse. 
Grosse is a professor of English Business
Communication. She knows Portuguese,
Spanish, French, German and Arabic. 
Fellows Program Offers Hands-On
Experience in Politics and Economics
BY JENNIFER BLECHER
Students, faculty and community members
filled the Newman Conference Center on
Friday, October 24, to listen to a panel dis-
cussing the city’s waste disposal methods. The
discussion titled “Re-Route? Recycle? Re-
budget? Managing NYC’s Colossal Waste,”
dealt with the effects of the economy on the
city’s recycling and sanitation programs as well
as their futures.
Panelists in attendance included Michael E.
McMahon, chairman of the Committee on
Sanitation and Solid Waste Management, Ruth
Ford, a reporter for Habitat and City Limits
magazines, Benjamin Miller, former director of
Policy Planning for the NYC Department of
Sanitation, and Barbara J. Fife, former New
York City Deputy Mayor for Planning and
Development and current Director of External
Affairs for Baruch’s School of Public Affairs.
Robert Lange sat in for John J. Doherty, the
Commissioner of the Department of Sanitation.
Doherty did stop in for a half-hour to speak, but
he did not take questions.
“We continue to be in a crisis concerning
garbage management,” said McMahon, a repre-
sentative of the North Shore of Staten Island.
He grew up surrounded by the stench of the
Fresh Kills landfill, which he referred to as “a
dump and a swamp.” 
He blames a lack of long-range planning on
the part of the Giuliani administration that
closed the dump in 1998 for the economic
problems facing sanitation. Now all trash must
be transported out of state to other landfills, at
enormous expense to the city, he said. 
Recycling offers a way to offset some of those
costs, by allowing the city to make some money
off its waste. In 1999 the city began weekly
curbside pickups, but in 2001 the Department
of Sanitation claimed that the program was too
expensive and should be ended. The result was
a compromise that would continue paper and
metal recycling, suspend plastic recycling for
one year and glass for two. 
This July the city resumed plastic recycling,
entering into a contract with Hugo Neu, a New
Jersey scrap metal company, for five years,
which earns the city $5.10 for every ton of
metal and plastic. The company also plans to
build a recycling center in Hunts Point in the
Bronx to handle glass recycling that will
resume next year. The area is home to a huge
industrial park, and neighboring companies
may be customers for the center’s recycled
materials. 
“The major thing we’re looking for is to have
an efficient recycling program,” said Lange.
“Collection costs are much higher because
you’re collecting much less at each household.” 
There is still a large number of trucks pick-
ing up recycled goods (between 1,600 and
1,700 a week), but most are driving around
half-empty. Doherty also pointed to problems
in what is actually being collected. 
“Paper has glass and certain plastic put in
that’s not supposed to be there,” he said. When
this happens, the goods cannot be recycled.   
There is also a problem because of a lack of
foresight. Ford brought up personal concerns
about what she sees as another example of the
city’s failure to plan ahead: the contract
between the city and Snapple to christen it the
official drink of New York. The city stands to
gain $166 million over five years because of
the deal, and yet no thought was put into the
disposal of the glass Snapple bottles that most
of the drinks are packaged in.  “That glass is not
recyclable,” said Ford. 
It will add considerably to the city’s current
waste tally of 3,745 tons a day.  This number
only includes residential waste. A study is being
conducted to determine the amount of commer-
cial waste. 
“We have to look at all of the waste if we’re
gonna build for the future,” said Doherty. 
At present there does not seem to be any
clear-cut plans for the future of the recycling
program.  There were some proposals men-
tioned during the discussion, but Doherty dis-
missed them. 
“They’re easy to say but difficult to work
out,” he said. “We’ll have to learn as we move
forward.”
To him, time and experience will be what
molds the program into something more pro-
ductive. 
Panel Discusses New York City’s
Recycling Policy and its Future 
nicate with the students more directly,” said
Wais. 
College-wide e-mails were sent from the
school president, John Sexton, as well as lists
of campus counseling services. 
“People want clarity as to why we reacted in
this way. We are really trying to do what’s best
for the university,” he continued.  
“Whatever happened, however they died, it’s
still a tragedy. Something is happening at the
universities that is raising questions,” said
Stella Maniscalco, an NYU graduate and cur-
rently a Ph.D. student at Rutgers University. 
She brought up the recent fraternity brawl at
Rutgers, where two students were almost beat-
en to death. “We need to ask ourselves – why?” 
“This is not something that is isolated to
NYU, this is a wake up call, we need an educa-
tion to life in the university, not just an educa-
tion for a future career,” said Sebastian
Crichton, a senior at St. Francis College. 
“The fact that this wasn’t addressed right
away [by NYU] is a problem,” said Greg
Bacich, a senior at Fordham University. 
The last three speakers were members of
Communion and Liberation, a Catholic move-
ment. Twelve members of this group, (students
from and outside of NYU) were present at the
forum.
“This is a very competitive school; everyone
is worried about how others perceive you,” said
an NYU student. “Nobody wants to be judged
on such a recurring basis. I’ve spoken to a lot of
people that say ‘That could’ve been me.’”
Smith then proposed that the forum be moved
into the next phase. He posed the question:
“How do we find support after this?”
Several responses came from students and
faculty. Some suggestions were a mentoring
program, counseling, and developing personal
ties with classmates, faculty and resident advi-
sors. 
“We have to connect with people,” said J.J.
Jackson, associate vice president, for Student
Affairs. “This conversation won’t stop when
we leave this room. You’ve been asking ques-
tions about meaning before and you will con-
tinue to ask them later.” 
“We need community,” said another NYU
professor. “It’s difficult to call a 40,000 people
place a community. I think we need to move
beyond support, we need to examine the mean-
ing of this closely. Students are ready to be
challenged, to be provoked.”
After the forum, the same professor shared
more about his view on the issue. He spoke
about the glass panels that were put up in the
library, where the first two suicides happened.
The glass panels were erected after the second
suicide of Bohler, on October 11, when he
jumped from one of the top floors of the library
building. However, the third suicide still hap-
pened.
“Yes, that is necessary,” he said “It is not the
solution. Suicide will stop when people stop
wanting to commit suicide.” 
No one knew what was happening. According
to what the parents and friends told New York
news sources, all of these students were happy,
had many friends, were straight-A students and
were passionate about different things, such as
sports or romance languages. No one saw any
signs of this coming. 
In March 1999 a 19-year-old Baruch sopho-
more jumped from  the 14th floor of the previ-
ously college owned 18th Street building. In
August of 2000, another 28-year-old Baruch
College student jumped to her death from a
Baruch building.
“Just because you are smiling, does not mean
you are not in despair,” said a Baruch senior.  
Continued from front
Forum at NYU Helps Students 
and Faculty Cope With Suicides 
Secretary of State, Colin Powell’s fellowship
program offer students a chance to work for
the State Department. (Photo/ www.google.
com)
“This is not something that
is isolated to NYU, this is a
wake up call, we need an
education to life in the uni-
versity, not just an educa-
tion for a future career.”
Lecture Offers Insight Into Benefits 
of Knowing a Second Language
“I really wonder if it isn’t
monolinguals who say all
you need is English.”
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The Prelaw Society and Computer Information Systems Society will hold a
Computers in the Law discussion panel in room 11-155 of the Vertical Campus.
We are honored to have IP attorney, Dale Cendali, of O-Melveny & Myers
LLP, IT attorney, Akiba Stern of Shaw Pittman LLP, and Lt. John Otero, of the
NYPD Computer Crime Division, speak on our panel. Refreshments will be served.
Date: Thursday, November 6th
Time: 12:30 - 2:30 PM
Place: VC 11-155
Computers and Law Forum
On Tuesday October 28, the Undergraduate
Student Government (USG) held its eighth
meeting of the semester.
President’s Report
USG President Adrian Lovell was not present
at the meeting as he was at the CUNY Board of
Trustees meeting. Vice President Muhammad
Iqbal reported that Lovell met with Carol
Morgan, Director of the Student Academic
Consulting Center (SACC). SACC is open
from 10a.m.-8p.m., Mondays through
Thursdays. Morgan said that SACC is antici-
pating yet another budget cut and which could
result in a reduction of its operation hours.  
Lovell is working on resolution for disabled
students and with Building and Grounds on
having the double doors at each entrance to the
Vertical have wheelchair access.  
Lovell will bring up the following issues at
the Board of Trustees meeting: tuition remis-
sion for international students, the multipur-
pose room situation, having more exclusive
student space, committee an equal technology
fee across CUNY, and a better transfer credit
evaluation process.
Campus Affairs
Upper Senator Erica Soto reported that the
“Smoke-out” event went well, but she expected
a better turnout. 
Evening and Part-Time Affairs
Newly appointed Upper Senator Ibrahim
Lawal plans to have a coffee night event with-
in two weeks similar to the one USG had with-
in two weeks. He also plans to bring back
career night.
Appeals 
USG denied AIESEC’s appeal.
Finance
Chair of Finance Liliana Chang reported that
she drafted a memo to clubs stating that there
will be no new appeals or new club budgets
until next semester. If clubs want to have an
event, USG will only consider co-sponsoring
them if they are for the benefit of the school
and if they have contacted other clubs to co-
sponsor the event. Another option for clubs is
to move money around within their approved
budgets.
Old Business  
The USG website has been registered this
week. The information is being reloaded, and
there will be room for clubs to have one or two
pages on the site where they can list their
events. 
Lower Senator Brian Phillip spoke to Arthur
Downing, the head librarian, about placing the
complaint boxes in the library. Downing gave
permission and USG plans to put them on the
second and sixth floors of the library building,
as well as on the second floor of the Vertical
Campus.
By SANDRÓ LEMBERG
USG Report
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By AARON SIEGEL
On Monday October 27, 2003, Baruch
College served Hollywood, aiding in the film-
ing of the movie The Manchurian Candidate,
starring Denzel Washington.  The administra-
tive building on the corner of 22nd Street and
Lexington Avenue’s Provost Office served the
crew for the one-day shoot.
Outside the building, a dozen film trucks
were set up with lights, sound systems and
trailers necessecary to film the movie.  Inside,
the seventh floor was designed with a set to
film the movie while the third floor was used to
provide spreads for the cast and crew.  
The movie is a remake of the 1962 movie
starring Frank Sinatra, Laurence Harvey, James
Gregory and Angela Landsbury.  Based on a
novel by Richard Codon, the film was withheld
from distribution for almost a quarter of a cen-
tury due to its proximity of the assignation of
President John F. Kennedy, postponing its
release to 1988.
Schulman said. “She’s sees modern life as both
ludicrous and blessed.” 
After a thorough introduction by Schulman,
Bernard began reading selections from Swan
Electric, her third published collection of poet-
ry. She read a sequence of poems titled “Song
of Yes and No,” which is a commentary about
life in the East Village during the 1980s.
“The poem is about being very young and
very stupid and trying to remake the world,”
said Bernard. “You followed the rules until you
learned it was better to impose them,” Bernard
read from the poem.
Although Bernard said that all of her poems
are “both true and untrue,” she added that
“Song of Yes and No” is as close to autobio-
graphical than any of her other works. 
She read another poem, titled “Procedurals.”
Bernard described it as a “poem structured
around advice,” while adding, “I love to give
advice.”
This was followed by selections including
“Not Rome,” “Beagle or Something,” “Paper
Goose” and “Roy Orbison and John Milton Are
Still Dreaming.” Bernard also read a new poem
she wrote last week titled “The Going.”
“I imagined them as German romantic songs
that were set to music,” said Bernard describing
another selection of five poems published in the
magazine Agni 58. When writing these poems
Bernard said she was “playing around with con-
ventions of German romanticism.”
Bernard, who said she started writing at age
five, said that she started writing “poetry that I
could call poetry, probably in my teens.” When
she began writing she often tried to “match wits
with contemporaries,” and other writers she
adores, including Emily Dickinson and Charles
Dickens. 
Raised by a mother who always read to her,
Bernard said, “I’m a ferocious reader.” “I didn’t
know I wanted to be a writer,” she said. “I knew
I wanted to read.” 
When giving advice to would-be writers, she
also said she emphasized the importance of
reading in developing better writing skills. “It’s
how you get the language inside you.”
Bernard also advised that part of being a suc-
cessful writer has “to do with finding your
friends” and “having a small group who are
your team…who encourage you not to get dis-
couraged.”
When asked about how she describes her own
poetic style, Bernard said: “hip deep in roman-
ticism, but it doesn’t make me a romantic poet.
It makes me a commentator on romanticism.”
She mentioned that someone recently classified
her as a “transcendentalist,” a description she
feels captures her well. 
Bernard’s main aspiration is “to keep writing
and get better at it.” She also added that
although she thinks all of her poetry is political,
she is “trying to find out better for myself what
the role of the public writer.” 
“I think that people who need to write, write
because of reading,” said Bernard. “The only
reason that one should write is because of read-
ing…if you don’t do them from the organic
right place, then you shouldn’t do it.”
In addition to Swan Electric, Bernard has pro-
duced various other works. She won the
Academy of American Poets Walt Whitman
Prize for her first book, Blackbird Bye Bye
(1989). She also published Pirate Jenny, a
novel in 1990. Her second volume of poetry,
Psalms, was acclaimed by The Village Voice as
one of the 25 “Best Books of the Year” in 1993.
In 2003 she was awarded a Guggenheim grant
in poetry. 
Bernard, who has also held senior editor posi-
tions at publications such as Vanity Fair and
Premiere, has also published book reviews for
The New York Times Book Review, The New
Republic and The New York Review of Books.
Her poems and essays have appeared in a wide
range of anthologies and journals as well as
compilations such as By Herself: Women
Reclaim Poetry and Under 35: The New
Generation of American Poets. A graduate of
Harvard University, Bernard currently has a
professorship at Bennington College in
Vermont.
The Sidney Harman Writer-in Residence pro-
gram, currently in its sixth year was created
with generous endowments from Baruch alum-
nus Sidney Harman. Past writers-in-residence
have included poets Yehuda Amichai and Agha
Shahid Ali, playwrights Tony Kushner and
Edward Albee, and fiction writers Lorrie
Moore, and Anita Desai.
By ZANETA REID
On Thursday, October 30, the Undergraduate
Student Government and WBMB (Baruch’s
radio station) held a DJ battle during club hours
in the multipurpose room. The agenda for the
event featured the battle in addition to a few
extra surprises.  Even though the event was
held during a usually hectic point at Baruch, a
high turnout was anticipated. 
Erica Soto, USG vice president of campus
affairs and event coordinator said, “I expect
that the Baruch community really enjoys this
[event] and appreciates the effort that the cam-
pus affairs committee of USG has made for this
to be a successful social event.”  The DJ Battle
was meant to gather the Baruch population to
celebrate Halloween. “We basically want peo-
ple to come out have a good time, relax, and
chill out,” Soto said.
The event began with an assortment of music
provided by WBMB while food and candy
were served. The crowds took some time to
gather, but as soon as the room was filled, the
show took off. 
Jay Diamonds hosted the event and the actu-
al battle consisted of three DJs: DJ Nope, DJ
Killa Cutts, and DJ Mix. The DJs began by col-
lectively played music, which only served to
create greater anticipation in the crowd. The
Shop of Style previewed its upcoming fashion
show, showcasing their models on a runway. 
“The models were very sexy,” said Vicky
Lapy, a junior and event attendee. “It was a
good preview of the show.” The fashion pre-
view was then followed by the main event.    
The first DJ to perform was DJ Nope, fol-
lowed by DJ Killa Cutts, and then DJ Mix. As
soon as each of the DJs ended their spins on the
turntables, Diamonds asked the crowd to decide
which DJ they felt had won the battle.  By an
overwhelming cheer DJ Mix clearly earned the
title. 
“They should have these type of events more
often,” said Patricia Balter, a sophomore. “DJ
Mix has a lot of talent.” 
After the battle ended some audience mem-
bers began to break dance, switching the event
from a DJ Battle to a dancing battle.  This twist
to the event surprised and entertained those
looking on.  
When the dancing ended, a free style lyric
contest was started contest. “I enjoyed the
event, especially the DJ Battles and free
styling,” said Balter. 
By OLEXA CAPILI 
A group of prospective floor traders gathered
in the Subotnick Financial Services Center,
located on the first floor of the library building,
to conduct simulated floor trading alongside
traders from the New York Board of Trade
(NYBOT). Trading took place between one and
three p.m. on October 30. 
NYBOT provides agricultural futures and
options markets which serve the needs of the
world’s most important commodities indus-
tries: cocoa, coffee, sugar, cotton and frozen
concentrated orange juice. They served as a
pioneer in the development of futures and
options for the dairy industry. NYBOT is the
parent company of two of New York City’s old-
est commodity exchanges, the Coffee, Sugar &
Cocoa Exchange (CSCE) and the New York
Cotton Exchange (NYCE). They also offer a
variety of financial and index products. 
The first speaker at the presentation was
Christopher Ruemke, associate director of the
Subotnick Center. Ruemke discussed the
impact NYBOT has on the market. Before
NYBOT, cash markets were subject to swing
unexpectedly. These sudden and unpredictable
shifts in the balance of supply and demand, led
to sharp price changes that sometimes threat-
ened economic stability. 
To bring some order, merchants organized a
central marketplace, where prices could be
negotiated openly and fairly, and price risks
could be more effectively managed. People did
not simply buy and sell stockpiles of commodi-
ties, but traded future contracts on them. The
terms of the contract were standardized, where
all variables remain the same, except for the
price, which is negotiable. Thus, because of
NYBOT, the futures contract became the focus
of negotiation for a generally accepted market
price of a standard measure of the agreed com-
modity to be delivered at a specific future date.  
“Futures are critically important to the world’s
economy,” said Ruemke. 
Students had the opportunity to sit down at
computers and work with Reuters, where they
could view how the prices of different com-
modities, such as sugar and crude oil, faired
over their trading months. Using crude oil as an
example, Ruemke pointed out that the price had
dropped as time went on, which may seem bad.
Yet, this is positive for large petroleum compa-
nies who will then buy a large quantity of oil
for cheap, and then sell the oil at a higher price
to such industries as airplane companies. 
“Big companies are dealing in these com-
modities every day,” he said. “There are a lot of
risks and rewards in future contracts.”
“We are the world’s premiere agriculture trad-
er,” said Tim Barry, a vice president for
NYBOT. 
He described the various commodities
NYBOT offers and also explained how most of
the trading takes place through an open outcry
on the floor, as opposed to electronic trading. 
“All trading takes place in a physical pit,” he
explained. 
In an open and competitive auction market,
bids to buy and offers to sell are yelled out in
the trading ring, making this information
immediately available to all. In the ring, sellers
accept bid prices and buyers take offer prices.
When transactions take place, subsequent bids
and offers may be affected and cause prices to
change. Thus, market participants are given the
opportunity to buy or sell at the best available
current price. 
Barry gave praise to Baruch Professor
Terrence Martell who serves on the Board of
Governing of Exchange. 
“It’s a big industry and only going to get big-
ger,” said Barry. “It’s a very dynamic environ-
ment.” 
When asked what skills one should possess,
he mentioned flexibility and filtering. One has
to be able to think quickly and have the ability
to change their thinking within seconds in
accordance with the changing prices.  A person
must also be able to filter out important versus
unimportant information, be able to deal with
lots of people, must learn to listen and look for
the best deals. Students can prepare themselves
right now by reading financials publications
like The Wall Street Journal and taking classes
in the Subotnick Center.  
Mike Farrell, a former floor reporter, and now
manager of the trading floor, talked about the
differences between future trading and the
stock market trading. Future trading has a
shorter time frame because agricultural prod-
ucts only have a certain number of months
when they are at their peak to be sold. 
The market usually opens everyday from 9:00
a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and there are usually
“30,000-40,000 trades” per day. All traders
record their transactions on three-ply paper, for
the buyer, seller and the clerk. Farrell said the
pit, or squawk box, gets very chaotic with
everyone screaming at each other. Jokingly, he
said, “We sound and look ridiculous every
day.” 
Afterwards, students took on the roles of real
sellers and buyers. When a transaction was
made, both parties had to record the other per-
son’s ID number down and record the quantity,
month and price of the commodity. 
Students Experience First-Hand What 
It Takes To Be a Wall Street Trader
DJ Battle Spins Out Of Control 
With Tricks and Treats
Continued from front
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“It’s a big industry and
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It’s a very dynamic envi-
ronment.” 
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By TING-HSI CHOU
& HUANG KUN
A perfect ahowcase of an atmosphere of tran-
quility, romance, mellowness and elegance,
Meli Melo Restaurant, located at 110 Madison
Avenue, between 29th and 30th Street, is a
delightful haven of modest, yet tasteful cuisine.
Meli Meli, serves up a concoction of
Mediterranean vibes "where French, Spanish
and Italian cuisines are highlighted with Asian
accents." Accordingly, the restaurant obtained
its name Meli Melo, from the derived meaning
of "a mixture of flavors or cuisines."
The restaurant's cuisine and name were
achievements of the restaurant's creditworthy
owner and chef, a man of great dedication to his
work, Bernard Ros. Ros, who practiced his
cooking in his family's restaurant in Paris,
began his journey into cooking his exquisite
dishes when he was a young boy.
After traveling a great deal around the world
as a restaurant consultant, Ros incorporated his
experience into his cuisine as the head chef of
Meli Melo. Presently, a devoted businessman,
he contributes at least 16 hours of his day to the
restaurant. He is personally involved in the
restaurant in the choosing of the fresh flower
arrangements, the fish and the produce at the
beginning of the day.
In addition to taking care of his business, Ros
is also the unofficial mayor of the French com-
munity. Embracing the role, he is anorganizer
of the community's restaurant-oriented unem-
ployed members. One of his contributions is
the use of his restaurant as an unofficial venue
for hiring, allowing business owners to come to
the restaurant's bar and have face-to-face con-
versations with members of the community
who are seeking a position.
A further advantage to the business owners
and career seekers is that after 11 p.m., the
restaurant's bar serves drinks at the bargain
price of $5 for any drink on the menu.
However, the special price on drinks, is not
merely for the owners and employees looking
for work; it's also for regulars who come in to
enjoy a drink at the bar from 2p.m. to  4 a.m.,
Monday's through Saturday's. Patrons are
entertained by a big screen TV.  Ros changed
his prices with  the current economic slow-
down, knowing that a lot of people couldn't
afford his prices. 
Meli Melo takes you to a place of elegance
and grace.  Greeted with commendable eti-
quette by the kind waiters and waitresses, you
will quickly develop the sort of curiosity and
excitement you initially feel when you discov-
er something extraordinary and enjoyable. The
atmosphere of the surroundings is warm, and
the colors mellow, helping you ease into a nice
romantic mood. The music  played in the back-
ground also accentuates the romantic mood that
a lot of restaurants try to replicate.
While being seated, your gaze may shift
towards the amazing, yet unusual map of the
world. The restaurant has a whimsical map of
the world which, true to the name Meli Melo,
puts the Tower of Pisa in Paris, the Eiffel Tower
in Brazil, the little Danish mermaid in Portugal,
an Englishman in Spain and a Chinese panda in
Italy.
After you are seated at the table, the waitress
introduces some of the top choices on the
menu, ranging from the succulent appetizers to
the mouth-watering desserts. The menu is com-
prised of foods from various cultures. From the
main course section, the organic chicken breast
filled with prosciutto and fresh mozzarella,
potato galette and garlic cream, is served at the
reasonable price of $11.50. With the tender-
looking chicken presented in front of you, the
smell and taste do not fail to live up to the pres-
entation. The melted mozzarella stuffing within
the tender chicken breast brings out its sensa-
tional taste. The food is presented on a beauti-
ful edible platter that was prepared out of
crispy, lightly salted, shredded fried potato. To
top it off, the chef enhances the chicken's taste
with the garlic cream served underneath the
entire dish.
Another specialty, at a cost of $14.50, is the
paella valenciana with chicken, chorizo, clams,
mussels, shrimp and calamari. A mouth-water-
ing sight, the paella is perfectly spiced with a
pleasing salty taste. Moving farther into the
dish, the chorizo presents a wonderful taste.
The enticing seafood taste is balanced by the
fried rice that accompanies it.  It's swerved with
oil that makes it easy to eat and digest.
Although it may be regarded as inexpensive
for such an elegant place, seeing the modest
prices on the menu quickly grasps your atten-
tion.There's also a complete dinner special that
costs $35 per person. It is comprised of a soup,
a salad, the main course and a desert of your
choice. For those of us looking for the entire
package, this is just the deal --  a stomach satis-
fying and widely selective menu. Nowhere else
will you find a deal this good in a stylish
French restaurant.
Despite all this, the restaurant’s specialty lies
not in its entrees but in the desserts. Although
their dessert menu does not consist of a hun-
dred items, the items that are available are deli-
cious. Most of the deserts are roughly $6 or $7.
Chocolate temptation, for instance, at  $6.50, is
a real temptation. This sweet tasting dessert
leaves you satisfied for the entire evening.  The
articulate presentation of the dessert makes you
want to stare at it rather than eat it from the get-
go; that's it's presented so beautifully and in
such detail, that it'll awe even the most jaded
diners.
So if you're looking for a dazzling, romantic
place to take a date, a place to eat and have dis-
cussions with your friends, a place to hold spe-
cial occasions, or merely a place to take your
parents out to dinner, Meli Melo is the place to
go. A combination of outstanding elegance, dis-
tinctive service, good food and good prices
makes this an excellent restaurant. What's
more, being situated in the city, it provides for
easy access to a wide range of transportation
resources. However, if finding the place is giv-
ing you a hard time, don't stress. Simply take
either the E, V, n or R train to 34th Street. Once
you get there, just walk to Madison Avenue and
down four blocks to 30th street.
Meli Melo Brings The Taste of France To Madison Avenue
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1) I don’t agree with abortion. I think people
should be informed about the consequences and
effects of abortion.
2) Why, because I think its morally wrong.
3) I don’t think it should be illegal, because
people have freedom of choice.
1) It’s not my choice so I don’t care.
2) It’s not my body and it’s not my choice. I can’t
control my own body, let alone control someone
else’s. 
3) I think he should pass the bill because if peo-
ple still want to do it,  but are not allowed to,
there are such things as coat hangers.
Y o u  t h i n k  i t .  W e  w r i t e  i t .  Y o u  r e a d  i t .
T h e  R o v i n g  R e p o r t e r
Questions:
1) What is your opinion on abortion?
2) Why is that?
3) What do you think the president should do?
Abortion has always been a controversial topic with the general public, who usually consider themselves either pro life or pro choice. The senate has tried numerous times to pass laws prohibiting the
abortion, only to be vetoed by the president because they forgot to include a clause concerning when a pregnancy endangers the mother’s physical welfare. Last week the senate put their proposed
anti-abortion law up to the president’s scrutiny once again. This topic seems to stir up a lot of heated debates when introduced to the general public, and I would personally like to hear the respons-
es of the Baruch community.What do you think? - Until next time… Andrae Freitas.
1) Abortion has always been a tough issue for
me to develop a firm opinion on because I have
always considered the many debates surround-
ing the issue. Questions arise like, “When does
life actually begin?” “Is abortion murder?” I
am pro choice, however, and tend to lean more
in that direction than in any other.
2) I think that abortion should be legal because
there are certain circumstances under which it
would probably be better for the welfare of the
woman or even the child itself. Unplanned
pregnancy and rape are unfortunate circum-
stances and if a woman feels that she is not in a
position to provide good care for the child, she
should have the option of terminating the preg-
nancy.
3) I think that Mr. Bush should use his best
judgment to arrive at a decision, although he
may need some help in that area! 
1) I’m pro choice.
2) Personally I can’t imagine ever how painful
it must be, so for myself I am against it.
However, I am pro-choice. I don’t think the gov-
ernment has the authority to take a choice like
that away from a woman.
3) He should keep it legal.
1) I don’t think it should be outlawed. It should
be up to the woman and it should be under the
right circumstances.
2) I guess because in this word horrible things
happen to girls and they need to be able to take
care of themselves. They should have the option
in case of an emergency.
3) I think he should carefully consider that he
might be taking away something that could be
necessary to a woman or girl..
1) In the end, for it.
2) I’m for it because a woman should be able to
make her own decision; she probably has rea-
sons not to keep the child.
3) I’m against it; see the above reason, he
should definitely vote against it.
1) I am pro-choice.
2) I believe a female should be able to choose
whether she wants to have a child, because
there are certain circumstances in which a
female may not want to have a child, such as
rape, health issues, or age.
3) I believe the president should leave it as pro-
choice within the first trimester, or any period if
it is a health issue.
Kevon Barrington
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A view of Meli Melo from just outside its Madison Avenue entrance. The restaurant is located
at 110 Madison Avenue, between 29th and 30th street. (Photo/ www.melimelonyc.com)
By BILL CHENG
Four and five-year-old kids at Canarsie’s
Public School 279 in Brooklyn got a special
treat when Baruch’s Golden Key chapter threw
a special Halloween party for Make A
Difference Day, in the school’s cafeteria the
Saturday before Halloween.
Volunteers, most of whom were dressed in
costumes, helped the youngsters color, decorate
their pumpkins, play Halloween-themed
games, and pick pumpkins in a custom-made
indoor pumpkin patch.
“I had a great time and it was really a great
time seeing the kids enjoy themselves,” said
Project Director Ana Pazo, who hosted the
party dressed as a princess.
But the party wasn’t just about having a good
time.  It was an opportunity for kids to partici-
pate in the time-honored American tradition of
Halloween.
“A lot of the parents were saying they had a
lot of jobs and that they couldn’t take them any-
where,” said Pazo. “ A lot of them weren’t even
going to take them trick-or-treating.” 
One such parent was Cloid Fraser, father of 5-
year-old Javon and Javay.  Fraser  admits that if
it hadn’t been for the party Golden Key had
arranged, he and his family wouldn’t have done
much for Halloween.
“I have no interest in Halloween. Only
because of the kids.  I would have nothing to do
with Halloween,” admits Fraser. 
Assistant Principal Winnie Bracco who col-
laborated with Golden Key through her daugh-
ter, sophomore volunteer Vanessa Bracco,
asserts that a strong sense of community is vital
to the education process.
“I thought it was a good opportunity for fam-
ily and the community to come together to ben-
efit the education of our children,” she said.
“It’s been the school’s philosophy to bring the
school, the community, and the parents togeth-
er as one.”
The idea came to Program Director James
Thompson, who showed up to the party dressed
as a highschooler.  
“We wanted to do something different,” said
Thompson.  “Halloween parties for little kids
get corny and cheesy.  I imagined these kids
having the chance to pick their own pumpkins.
I used to do it as a kid.  It was really fun.”  
But creative problems soon arose.
“We can’t just put pumpkins on the floor and
have kids pick them up,”  says Thompson.
Thompson then arranged volunteers to trans-
port 6 bales of hay from Staten Island to the
public school in Brooklyn.  The bales were then
scattered, covering roughly two-hundred
square feet of the cafeteria floor.
“We figured in hay, we can hide the pump-
kins,”  explains Pazo.
Make A Difference Day, occurs every fourth
Saturday in October.  It was created by USA
Weekend Magazine as an attempt to encourage
nationwide community service.  According to
USA Weekend Magazine “Make A Difference
Day is the most encompassing national day of
helping others -- a celebration of neighbors
helping neighbors.”  
The Golden Key International Honor
Society’s chapter at Baruch has had a long tra-
dition of participating in community service.
For Make A Difference Day last year, Baruch
sent volunteers to help at a Halloween party
sponsored by J.P. Morgan-Chase.  
When asked what difference he thinks he
made, Thompson replied, “We brigthened the
days of thirty or so underprivileged youngsters
who might have otherwise not had the chance
to enjoy the Halloween holiday.”
By JAMES THOMPSON
On October 9 of this year, Baruch volun-
teers had the opportunity to partake in a unique
and morally enriching event. The Leukemia
and Lymphoma Society hosted its annual
“Light the Night,” walk across the Brooklyn
Bridge in support of blood - related cancer
research. Baruch volunteers, recruited by the
efforts of the college’s Golden Key
International Honour Society chapter, collec-
tively raised well over $800, all of which was
donated to the organization dedicated to raising
awareness and contributing financial resources
in an effort to help find a cure.
The volunteers were given synthetic lanterns,
which were placed inside red and white bal-
loons. They acted as symbols of the very
essence of charity, to dedicate a night of san-
guinity and benevolence by bringing attention
to the ongoing search for a cure. 
Junior volunteer Billy Cheng affirms the
duality of splendor that was brought to life with
the juxtaposition of shining red lights against
the city’s most recognizable backdrop. 
"It’s the Brooklyn Bridge,” said Cheng.
“With those balloon things, I can't think of a
more beautiful place to walk.”
The mile - long span of brilliant crimson
under an inky black night made for an ideal
ambiance for such an occasion - warm, wel-
coming and symbolic of the meaningful mis-
sion for which the 4,000 or so had congregated
that night. 
“Walking across that bridge was by far the
coolest thing that I have ever done,” said Ana
Pazo, the Program Director for the Baruch
Chapter of Golden Key and Light the Night
Volunteer. “The bright red balloons against the
night sky. The backdrop of the city landscape.
It reminded me of the beauty and power of New
York City's citizens working together to help
others.”
This was the first year Baruch had sent repre-
sentatives to aid in the Leukemia and
Lymphoma Society’s cause. The school’s
involvement is part of Golden Key’s Cancer
Awareness Initiative, established as a way of to
promote  education, understanding and volun-
teerism in the field of cancer research, funding
and institutional support. The society, which
has prided itself on community service and
involvement, instituted the Cancer Awareness
Program to teach students of the severity and
universality of cancer. 
"It doesn’t matter your age or race or sex. ,”
said Cheng. “Cancer is the kind of thing that all
people have to worry about."
Golden Key Takes Part in Cancer Charity
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By FANG YUE WANG
Would you like to contribute to your neigh-
borhood?  Would you like to help out low-
income families and the elderly?  Volunteer
Income Tax Assistance offers an amazing
opportunity in which you can share your time
and skills with your neighborhood, as well as
advance your social, managerial, and coordinat-
ing skills.  This wonderful opportunity is
designed to help students to explore their fortés
and recognize their shortcomings.  Many stu-
dents have benefited greatly from VITA’s train-
ing; volunteers learn to be more responsible and
independent, while gaining experience in lead-
ership and teamwork.
VITA is a program that is sponsored by the
Golden Key International Honour Society and
initiated by the IRS.  VITA is not a program
which is exclusive to Baruch. Rather, it is a
renowned and widespread program that has
been launched in numerous public and private
institutions.  Ever since it was first established
at Baruch in 1989, hundreds of students have
jumped at the chance to polish their accounting
and tax skills, and have joined with enthusiasm
and volunteered eagerly to serve the communi-
ty every year.
VITA seeks ambitious, responsible individu-
als to become coordinators and managers for its
sites. VITA offers leadership positions as site
manager and site coordinator.  Although these
jobs require a dedication of time and effort, the
hard work will be rewarding.  Students gain
valuable leadership experience, improve com-
munication skills, and develop practical skills.
In the past, volunteers have made key network
contacts through tax preparation for VITA. If
managing isn’t for you, just participating in
VITA will serve as a great entry on your resume
and a great conversion topic with your potential
employer or recruiter to boot. VITA appeals to
all Baruch students, not just accounting majors.
There is no major or grade requirement, so
everyone is welcome to join.
VITA is not only a community service oppor-
tunity for students; it is also a rewarding taxa-
tion experience.  Each student will be trained on
federal and state tax preparation during January
sessions.  The purpose of this training is to
familiarize students with tax return forms.
Students will receive materials to supplement
their training and will complete a take-home
exam in late January.  Once a student passes, he
or she will be certified to volunteer by the IRS.
The purpose of the test is to ensure that students
have been trained properly and understand how
to prepare taxes so that they  can provide the
best quality service to their communities.  The
training process teaches students enough to do
their own taxes. But perhaps the most reward-
ing part of the program is the gratitude you
receive from the people whom you help.
Knowing that your hard work and efforts are
appreciated can be very rewarding.
VITA has a very successful record of carrying
out its program and achieving its goals.  Last
year it assisted over 1000 taxpayers in the city
and the outer boroughs.  Because of this vast
coverage spanning diverse and unique neigh-
borhoods around the city, VITA is encouraging
more bilingual students to join.  Last year’s vol-
unteers included students who were fluent in
Chinese, Spanish, Russian, and Romanian.
Many taxpayers are seniors who can not speak
or understand English proficiently. Thus, stu-
dents who can communicate with them will
enable this program to run more efficiently and
serve a greater portion of city residents.  
Sign-up for VITA will begin on campus
November 24th. Times will be set to accommo-
date both day and evening session students.
Everyone who is interested is welcomed to par-
ticipate.  Be sure to sign up early: VITA is a
popular program and space is not unlimited.  
For more information about VITA or if you
have any inquiries, contact program coordina-
tors Salvatore Buonocore and Alicja Mynarska
at vita_2004_01@yahoo.com.
In VITA: Gain Tax
Prep Experience
Golden Key Hosts Halloween Party at P.S. 79
“The most  rewarding part
of the program is the grat-
itude you receive from the
people whom you help.”
By TAKENORI KANEDA
On October 22, the students and faculty mem-
bers of Baruch College enjoyed a performance
by the Trio Lyra in the Engelman Recital Hall.
Four 19th and 20th century compositions were
performed. They were Deux Interludes com-
posed by Jacques Ibert; Trio Sonata composed
by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart; Goodbye My
Friend composed by Marjan Mozetich; and
Sonatine composed by Maurice Ravel.
All three musicians in the trio have toured
extensively to deliver their inspirational music
to audiences throughout the world. Erica
Goodman, who played the harp, is a Toronto
native who has received an award for her BIS
CD #649 from the Juno awards, a music award
society in Canada. She has performed in Japan,
Israel, America, Poland and Holland. Suzanne
Shulman, the flautist, graduated from the
Faculty of Music, University of Toronto, and
has performed with seasoned artists such as the
late Glenn Could, Jean Coulthard and Christos
Hatzis. She is currently performing with the
Festival of the Sound Ensemble, Chamber
Works, Trio Lyra, and the Juno-winning pianist,
Valerie Tyron. Mark Childs, the violist, was a
graduate from the Curtis Institute of Music in
Philadelphia and has toured in such areas as
South America as Principal Viola of the McGill
Chamber Orchestra, New Zealand with the
McMaster String Quartet, and Europe as
Principal Viola of the Chamber Player of
Toronto. 
The Trio Lyra’s performance was perfected
through the combined sounds of the three musi-
cians. At times Goodman, using her harp, pro-
vided subtle, yet powerful harmonies to com-
plement the beautiful melodies produced by
Shulman’s flute and Child’s viola. At other
times, Shulman, Childs, and Goodman would
melodically talk amongst each other to give
birth to a well-balanced and unified melody that
was as sublime as any great performance. 
The audience in the concert mostly consisted
of faculty and staff members of Baruch but
there were a number of students. Many of the
students had notebooks out and I asked one of
them at the end of the performance of the rea-
son. She said that she was taking notes for a
class.
Goodman,
Shulman & Childs
Perform at
Engelman Hall
Golden Key volunteers hosted a Halloween Party for children at P.S. 279 in Canarsie.
(Photo/ Bill Cheng)
Nimisha Dave, president of Golden Key and Susan Locke, Baruch Honors Program Director
with other  Baruch students  participated in “Light the Night.” (Photo/ Golden Key)
By JENNIFER BLECHER
Advertisements around Baruch have asked
students: What is Flamenco? While the multi-
ple-choice format made the answer fairly obvi-
ous, “a rhythmic, passionate style of dance
practiced by the Gypsies,” it was also pretty
vague. So what is Flamenco? Students packed
into the Nagelberg Theater last Tuesday to find
out. 
The Baruch Performing Arts Center, in con-
junction with the World Music Institute, wel-
comed the Andrea Del Conte Danza Espana, a
flamenco troupe founded in 1979 by the woman
who is its namesake. She often performs with
the troupe and choreographs its dances.
However she was not present for the perform-
ance at Baruch.
Flamenco is a Spanish gypsy dance dating
back to the 15th century. Today it consists of
three parts: the song (cante), the dance (baile),
and the guitar (toque). It is often augmented by
some kind of percussion, such as clapping or
foot stomping. Danza Espana also makes use of
modern instruments, such as the percussive
boxlike drum known as a cajon, as well as the
dancers’ castanets, sets of shells held in the
hands. Performers often shout words of encour-
agement at one another,  a style known as jaleo. 
Perhaps the most famous part of flamenco is
its dancers, with their long, ruffled, multi-tiered
skirts that they lift provocatively to show off the
complex tap moves they are doing. There is
plenty of hip-swiveling, accompanied by grace-
ful hand movements. All this is set in direct
contrast to the sorrowful wailing from the
singer. Songs are short, with many vowels
being held out for a considerable length of time
in a multi-toned wail.
Although the songs were in Spanish, it wasn’t
necessary to speak a word of it to enjoy the
show. Thanks to the intimate setting provided
by the Nagelberg theater, students (many of
whom took notes, probably for a music class),
were able to sit only a few feet away from the
dancers. The troupe featured three, all in bright-
ly colored garb,  that first danced together in
unison, then one at a time to show off their
skills, and then together again for the finale.
They were accompanied by a guitarist, a singer,
and a percussionist. Sometimes the guitar took
center stage for brief interludes, or the singer
would cut in to give some brief background on
the songs performed. They ranged from the tra-
ditional Sevillana to more modern infusions of
Cuban music and Tango. 
Of particular note were the high-energy per-
formances of the dancers, who often received
applause before the song was over. One dancer,
who used a fan in her first solo, worked up such
a sweat that she was busy fanning herself
between songs. Another girl was so involved in
the movements that her bracelet flew off of her
wrist. She reclaimed it before retreating to her
seat, which was probably a good idea since
after the performance ravenous students
descended upon the stage to grab any objects
they could, such as the playlists taped to the
floor. 
After the show some female audience mem-
bers tried their hand at tapping, on the stage and
in the hallways, and one theatergoer remarked,
“Where do they get their energy?”
The troupe will follow this performance with
more at the Thalia Spanish Theater in
Sunnyside, Queens, although this time it will be
for a price: $18 for students. Their run goes
through December 14th.  They also perform at
local schools and hold flamenco classes during
the week. For more information, consult their
website at www.delconte-danza.com.
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By MICHAEL POLYAK
Roaming the streets of the East Side can be
fun if you're with the right company or if you've
had enough to drink. It’s always fun to walk
around drunk with some pickup from a bar
looking for her apartment. Yes, people in this
neighborhood can’t even find their own apart-
ments. However, once you pass avenue A, it
becomes more and more sketchy. The area is
inhabited by upwardly-mobile middle class
yuppies that seem to enjoy living in dangerous
environments. For them, it's kind of like going
skydiving or on an African safari without leav-
ing home.
It seems that nothing on this stretch (Avenue
B between 14th and 10th Streets) of the East
Village has a name. That is, there are no signs
outside to attract possible patrons. Everything
here is word of mouth. It almost like something
out of the Jon Favreau classic Swingers when
Mike Peters says "every cool place in this town
is hidden…its almost like telling someone
you've been somewhere means you were cool
enough to find it." 
Uncle Ming's is no different. No sign. No ads.
Just follow the loud pumping music into this
second floor bar / lounge on top of a liquor
store on Avenue B and 13th street. The scene
here is calm, cool, and very, very trendy. If dirty
looking  neighborhood dive bars are your thing,
don't come here. You simply won't fit in.
Otherwise, put on your FCUK or Express wear
and pack your Trojans because you're bound to
have a good time. 
The nights to come here are Thursday and
Friday. They are the busiest, and almost cer-
tainly bustling with guys and girls in their early
20's drinking large quantities of alcohol and
looking for someone to hook up with. Pickup
watching has become a hobby as New York
males and females have very distinctive mating
patterns. At Uncle Ming's, the patrons have
mastered the art of kicking game. One can
almost come here to observe and learn the
nuances of dating and mating in downtown
New York. A good bet, however, is not to try
unless you know what you are doing, because
by the end of the night you will be drunk,
broke, and alone. Frankly, it’s embarrassing to
be that guy sitting at the bar who's just been left
alone by the girl for whom he bought drinks all
night. 
This hidden hangout, which used to be an ille-
gal after-hours spot, has recently hired some
new staff. They recently got a bouncer (they
didn't have one until September) named Al,
who's probably the coolest bouncer in the area.
You can come in and tell him that you forgot
your ID and as long as someone with you has
one, he'll just ask you to show him a credit card
with your name on it. It's surprising that this
place is so trendy, given its open door policy.
Don't forget to send a drink over Al's way once
you're, inside because next time, you don't want
to go through the hassle of taking all your infor-
mation out for him. 
On certain Friday nights, one might be privy
to spot certain celebs in the crowd. Christina
Ricci is a regular here, as she reportedly lives in
the area. However, do get here early, as the
place fills up. By “fills up,” I mean that after
about midnight, there is no getting from one
side of the place to the other. So do get here no
later than eleven, and do grab a table. It'll cost
a little more to tip the waitress, but it’s worth it
to avoid the sensation of having to push and
shove in order to get that Shirley Temple refill.
Uncle Ming's
225 Ave B 2nd Floor
New York, NY 10009 
Phone: (212) 979-8506
http://www.unclemings.com/
By LEO SHVARTSMAN
Alan Gree sprouted from the hearts and minds
of four friends who want to promote up and
coming visual artists. One of the individuals,
Peter Huggins, is a Baruch student who is
enjoying his first semester here. He received his
Associates Degree in Business Management
from BMCC before attending Baruch. 
Huggins founded Alan Gree along with three
of his friends, Maurice Greene, Benjamin Lee
and Kendall Oden. Huggins is Chief Executive
Officer and Marketing Director, Oden is
President and Creative Director, Lee is Chief
Operations Officer and Vice President and
Greene is Chief Relations Officer. The four
grew up together, and went to the same high
school in Brooklyn.
Originally they chose "Four Visions" to be the
company's name, representing the creative spir-
it that each team member had inside. But the
name didn't seem to click and they were all on
a mission to think of something that would. So
Huggins thought long and hard, until it came to
him in the shower. He would take two letters
from each group members name and combine.
Al from Kendall, An from Anslem, Huggins'
middle name, Gr from Green and the double E's
from Lee. He jumped out of the shower to ask
for his sister's approval. She liked the idea and
Huggins went on to finish his shower. Soon
after, the other members agreed and Alan Gree
was born.
Gree's mission is to promote the art of one of
its founders: Kendall Oden. Oden sold 19 of the
40 works that were featured at his highly accal-
imed  first exhibition in 2000.  He followed it
up with his Essence of Color show, which was
also a success. With each exhibit, his art gained
greater following.
Oden's works can be categorized into two
types of art. He works on both landscape scenes
and on abstract pieces. He creates them on both
canvas and on wood. Oden was very much
influenced by his fashion designer mother. He
felt that he was drawn to art up until the point
where one day he just picked up a pen and start-
ed to draw. Early in his formal artistic education
he attended the Art and Design High school.
From there he went on to college on a scholar-
ship from the Rheedlen foundation.
Since Alan Gree has come into existence,
Oden and the other members have started giv-
ing back more and more to their communities.
The money isn't what matters though -- it's the
programs that they believe in which will come
into fruition thanks to their donations. In partic-
ular, they have donated money to the same
Rheedlan foundation that funded Oden's educa-
tion. A portion of the proceeds from their next
exhibition will also be donated to the Rheedlan
foundation. Yet, as they give back to their com-
munities, like many other Baruch students, they
still have bills to pay.
Huggins worked in the Services field for sev-
eral years. First in Georgia, and then when he
started missing New York, back here. Huggins
also worked hard at obtaining a management
internship at a Fortune 500 company. As an
artist, Oden is one of the main reasons why
Alan Gree is as successful as it is today. Aside
from that though he is also a store manager for
a large retail chain. When he isn't working on
his art, or managing his store, he spends time
with his wife and three kids. Lee is a poet and
writer. He received his Associates' Degree in
Building Maintenance and is currently gainful-
ly employed in the HVAC Technical Field.
Greene participates heavily at his church where
he is deacon. He is also a Field Technician for a
large nationwide telecommunications network
a husband and a father. While all four do have
much to worry about, they hope that Alan Gree
will lead other companies by the example that
they set.
As their company grows, the number of
employees that they have will grow. At Alan
Gree they plan on treating their future employ-
ees right. Part of the problems that some of the
founders have had was that at other jobs they
don’t have an outlet for their creativity. Neither
they nor their future employees have to worry
about that at Alan Gree. A lack of creativity is
not a problem.
Let Your Ears Be Your Guide, 
Follow the Music to Uncle Ming’s 
Who is
Alan Gree?
Milt Hinton Jazz Perspectives Returns With the Village Vanguard Jazz Club 
9
Danza Espana Brings
a Passionate Style 
to Nagelberg Theatre
By AARON SIEGEL
The Milt Hinton Jazz Perspectives concert
series returns to Baruch College for the 12th
time and will be opened with a November 6,
2003, performance of the Vanguard Jazz
Orchestra that begins at 1 p.m. at Mason Hall,
located on the ground level of the 17 Lexington
Avenue Building.
The Orchestra, has a strong presence at the
historic Village Vanguard Jazz Club, playing on
Monday evenings since 1973. It was originally
led by drummer Mel Lewis and Thad Jones.
The Orchestra features the likes of famous New
York City musicians: Jim McNeely, Dick Oatts,
John Riley, Dennis Irwin, Bill Drewes, Glen
Drewes, Dennis Erwin, John Riley, John
Mosca, Gary Smulyan and Ed Neumister.
The Orchestra has been previously praised in
Down Beat magazine as a “hidden treasure.”
Many of the bands members are composers
and arrangers of music.  The Orchestra has
appeared in many major motion pictures, tele-
vision show themes, Broadway shows, as well
as performances with Dizzy Gillespie, B.B.
King and many other legends.
This is the second time that the Hinton com-
mittee has organized a series of concerts.  The
inaugural concert in the series starred jazz
bassist Milt Hinton himself with an “All-Star”
ensemble.  Other performers included Tito
Puente and his big band, singer Ruth Brown
and friends and the group Straight Ahead, Dr.
Billy Taylor and the Billy Taylor trio, Jerry
Gonzalez and the Fort Apache Band, Sherrie
Miracle and the Diva Big Band, Mingus Big
Band and The Heath Brothers with Jimmy
Owens and SYOTOS Jazz-Latin Ensemble are
among other participants in the series.
The concert organized by the Milt Hinton
Jazz Perspectives Committee is funded by the
Baruch College Performing Arts Center, as well
as the Baruch College Fund.
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Who Is The Real USG?
Walking thorough the halls of the Vertical Campus, one may notice a peculiar sign
– which states “Free Lawyer Services, brought to you by C.U.R.E.  - your under-
graduate student government.” While the second part seems all right it is the first
portion that seems a little strange. Baruch in fact does have a student government,
but it definitely does not solely consist of C.U.R.E. (College Undergraduates
Reinventing Education) members.
Our student government is a mix of two parties whom each won positions in the
government. While the C.U.R.E. party does control the executive board (which are
incidentally the highest positions: president, vice president, treasurer and secretary)
as well as have a majority in the senate (currently nine out of the 14 senators), they
still have another party to deal with. In this case, this party is P.O.W.E.R., or
Political Opportunities With Equal Representation. Just like in a parliamentary
government, there is government (C.U.R.E.) and its opposition (P.O.W.E.R.). 
Yet with C.U.R.E. insisting that they are the only party in student government as
evidenced by those free lawyer services ads, it begs the question – who is the real
USG?
Is it the executive board, which basically holds on to the memories of the past and
refuses to share their knowledge and experience in student government with the
newer members? The same board which offers no reaction to suggestions made by
the lower senators other than “you people just do what you want, we really do not
care.” Or is it the people who constantly volunteer at events that are organized by
the leader of the opposition, Upper Senator Erica Soto (and sponsored by USG),
who do not have official positions?
The USG’s main functions are to represent the interests of the student body and
decide how to distribute club budgets. For the time being they are hindered by a lack
of funds to do the latter and hurt by a lack of unity to do the former. 
During most meetings P.O.W.E.R. affiliated council members sit on one side of the
table while C.U.R.E affiliated officials flank them from the opposing side. Many
nights you can cut the tension with a knife. Even though many of our U.S. govern-
ment officials toy with their powers, it is a shame that our collegiate officials have
taken to playing childish partisan games while Baruch students are faced with
increasing financial difficulties.
With new problems seemingly arising every week for Baruch students which USG
can they count on? The one who has an identity crisis or the one who shows up at
events yet has no real power to change anything?
We need a real USG.
“This poem is about being young and stupid and trying to remake the world.”
- Fall 2003 Sidney Harman Writer-in-Residence, April Bernard
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Letters To The Editor
Baruch College Makes Strides
Against Breast Cancer
MATTHEW BENECKE
Chris,
First, I would like to commend your
response. I think debate is under-rated these
days and deserves more attention, if only for
reflection. I enjoyed your take on my Kobe vs.
War and the situation in Iraq. I also enjoyed
your advice, both explicit and implicit. But, the
compliments stop there, out of necessity. The
following can be taken as a continuation to the
aforementioned piece and essentially a
response to your letter.
To start, the, as you say, “passion [I have]
regarding what should be important in the
world” is, well, non-existent in that context.
My piece was aimed at saying what is impor-
tant today rather than what should be impor-
tant. My passion, if any, would be entirely
devoted to personally understanding the world.  
I have no intention of convincing someone
that their take on the world is wrong, just as I
had no intention of telling that woman on the
train that she should concentrate more on the
conflict in the Middle East rather than froth
over Kobe Bryant’s sex life. Being thus, I must
say that your letter bordered on being a mis-
guided mellow diatribe.
As far as the war goes, it seemed to me that
my piece was being debased because I allowed
the media to dictate my view of the entire situ-
ation. But the instrument used to debase it
seemed, interestingly, the very fact that it was
debasing. I said that there were 130,000 sol-
diers in Iraq fighting the terrorists. This was a
number I remembered from some periodical or
other. But the number, if anything, is trivial in
context. 
My purpose was to evaluate the media rather
than to give a report on the number of soldiers.
Whether or not the number was specific is irrel-
evant, all we should know is that the number
was approximate. But here I must say that we
will never be sure of anything. You saying that
there are fewer soldiers or more soldiers stems
from the outlet you have decided to trust. Is that
not what you criticize me for doing?
King George, or as we have become accus-
tomed to calling him, Mr. Bush, announced,
“major military action was over.” In your view,
this purports that the war has ended. In my
view, all this does is add yet more terminology
to a campaign bent more on promising than
producing. The war is not over. The occupiers
are still facing resistance and Bush is still lying
to get his way. 
On September 7, 2003, he asked taxpayers to
give $87 billion to support his continued occu-
pation of Iraq. $87 billion does not equate to
merely “police work.” Mr. Bush buried this
amount in the nauseating verbiage he fed the
public. The following are just some of the bla-
tant lies in his speech.
Iraq supports terror: no evidence really pro-
fesses this. US intelligence actually shows the
lack thereof.
Iraq has weapons of mass destruction: no evi-
dence. Iraq had them in the 80s. But America
supported Iraq in the 80s, giving Hussein
weapons to kill Iranians just after giving
weapons to Iranians to kill Iraqis.
Iraq defied the UNSC: yes, so did Turkey,
Morocco, Sudan, Armenia, India, Pakistan,
Israel, and etc. Why is Bush not declaring war
on them? Why is Bush supporting many of
them economically?
Invasion was an international demand and
humane: no and no. UN, the closest to an inter-
national governing body, opposed the invasion.
Was it humane? More Iraqi civilians died than
U.S. civilians on 9/11.
Iraq is the central terrorist front: this is the
sexiest of Bush’s politics. Whereas the invasion
began because of weapons of mass destruction,
now the occupation is justified because it is the
“central front.” Strange, though, that this claim
was born just after the beginning of an investi-
gation into Bush’s earlier justification, namely
that the war is necessary because Iraq has
weapons of mass destruction. Bush has
changed his reason for being in Iraq.
Furthermore, Iraq is hardly the center. No
connection to 9/11 has been found. On the
other hand, Saudi Arabia produced sixteen of
the nineteen 9/11 terrorists. But Saudi Arabia is
today, on all accounts, America’s friend.
You say that you are a patriot and that you
support our troops. I am not and I do not.
“Innocent children [lie] in hospitals with no
limbs.” How can you say this and support our
troops? Who do you think put the children
there? I oppose not only America’s invasion but
also the “brave” soldiers who are fighting for a
cause that is non-existent. The soldiers are
nothing but lackeys pandering to a Presidential
puppet. America has no justification for being
in Iraq if the world is to be observed in the pop-
ular ethical fashion. The world, on the other
hand, is not observed in such a way.
When you say you are a patriot, all you are
professing is that you are a supporter of a vague
and abstract concept. America was never and is
not now the America that has been fed to us all
our lives. It has taken part in terrorism since it
was first incorporated and your take on the cur-
rent war in Iraq is further proof that patriots
have once again fallen prey to the profound
power of American symbolism.
Your critique hones in on my lack of genuine
information. I do not believe that we are today
able to discern genuine information from all the
other junk. You get yours from your source(s),
and I get mine from my sources, but it is how
we digest the information that matters. 
Here we tread on dangerous ground, because
convictions play the greatest role in our view of
the world. You have made it clear that you sup-
port soldiers who are fighting for our liberty. I
see these soldiers as terrorists who have found
a way to evade that harsh light by using slogans
such as “The War On Terrorism” and “We will
smoke those Evil-Doers out of their holes.” I
see them as the perpetuators of global
hypocrisy in which fundamentals of capitalism
and a pseudo-democracy are used to justify
outright slaughter. 
America, under Bush, is killing innocent peo-
ple because it seems as if the ends culminate a
national aspiration. But still, we have patriots
like you who believe in America and support
the troops that are fighting overseas to secure
our free civilization. I have lost that belief and
am constantly faced with people who cannot
comprehend America as perhaps the ultimate
terrorist.
I will finish with a quote by our distinguished
President Bush. “In this world there are good
causes and bad causes, and we may disagree on
where that line is drawn, yet there is no such
thing as a good terrorist. No national aspiration,
no remembered wrong could ever justify the
deliberate murder of the innocent.”
Igor Norinsky
Response to Chris Long’s Letter to The Editor
On Sunday, October 19th, Team Baruch par-
ticipated in the Making Strides Against Breast
Cancer 5-Mile Walk through Central Park.
While the weather was damp and overcast,
spirits were high as the group of nearly 25
walked to support research towards a cure for
breast cancer.    
Baruch College has been a strong participant
in the Making Strides donation effort in recent
years and this year's group was the best yet.
Team Baruch raised over $4,112.00 through
online donations alone, dwarfing their entire
goal set for last year of nearly $4,000.   While
the tally of walk-day donations will not be
completed for a few weeks, the amount is
expected to be substantial and will raise the
total amount of donations to nearly $4,500.00.  
The monetary and spiritual support donated
by Team Baruch was impressive as they rallied
together to support both survivors and victims
of breast cancer alike.   The walk itself was a
great experience filled with many pre- and post
race festivities ranging from a live jazz band to
free giveaways.  The sheer number of walkers
was astounding as the line to hand in cash
donations extended for dozens of people deep.
Participating in the walk had personal mean-
ing for me as I have lost two members of my
family to breast cancer and have two more that
are survivors.  My grandmother is still under-
going treatment for her cancer that had
remained in remission for years.  Cases such as
my grandmother’s remind us that there is still
no cure for cancer, and as of yet no cure has
appeared on the horizon.  
It is extremely important that research is done
to enhance treatments and make them more
efficient so that one day a cure may be discov-
ered.  Breast cancer is something that can, and
possibly will, affect everyone’s life at some
point, whether it is your mother, aunt, wife or
some other female in your life. There is a good
chance that at least one of them will be afflict-
ed with this horrible disease.  
The good news is that due to the research that
has been done through the support of groups
such as the American Cancer Society, treat-
ments are becoming better at not only forcing
the cancer into remission, but also in helping it
to stay there.  The best treatment for breast can-
cer is still only preventative methods and infor-
mation regarding the disease must reach every-
one.  
Organizations such as the American Cancer
Society, and the numerous other breast cancer
groups help raise donations to not just aid in the
research for a cure, but also for increasing the
quality and amount of information available to
the public.  
For more information regarding breast can-
cer, visit http://www.cancer.org, or for more
specific information regarding Making Strides,
visit http://www.cancer.org/docroot/GI/gi_2.
asp. After seeing the volume of participants in
the walk and donation effort, I realized that we
really can make a difference, even if it is only
through better understanding of what is already
known about the disease.  
Please, for your sake and the sake of those
you love, increase your knowledge about breast
cancer now, before it becomes a necessity in
the future.
The Ticker Personals
Male Sports Editor From Jamaica, Qns. 
Looking for a Woman Who Keeps it Real and Knows Her Spanish Music.
If you listen to Cristian Castro and Jaci Velasquez, then you’re the girl for me.
I’m romantic, witty, smart, and sensitive.
For more info -  check out my webpage with pic at: 
http://members.migente.com/icemanpg1701
So what are we really learning at Baruch
College?  Baruch is considered to be one of the
top business schools nationally and at the fore-
front of business education here in New York
City. Yet, Baruch has a six million dollar bud-
get deficit.  
How odd is it that the same people who are
providing us with an education that is supposed
to help us run a successful business cannot
even do it themselves!
Earlier this year, CUNY went ahead and
raised our tuition - thanks!  With a high unem-
ployment rate and a lack of well paying jobs,
paying for an education at CUNY has gotten
that much harder.  
And what have we got to show for this addi-
tional revenue from a higher tuition?  A huge
budget deficit!  But at least the escalators
always work.  Oh, that is right, they do not.  
Well, thankfully we have flat-panel televi-
sions on every floor.  Without these high-priced
pieces of technology, how else would we possi-
bly get any announcements?  
We have a raised tuition and higher fees, yet
the escalators break a minimum of four times a
week and we have flat-panel televisions giving
us the same information that could be shown on
a poster or a piece of paper.  But, I seriously
doubt that these constantly broken “staircases”
or extremely expensive “digital bulletin
boards” have anything to do with the budget
deficit here at Baruch. 
While the CUNY administrators go ahead and
receive wonderful salary increases, it is the stu-
dents who will continually get taken advantage
of.  If you need more proof than just my opin-
ion, take a look at The New York Times on
October 28, 2003, and check out what hap-
pened in the CUNY system when it received a
large donation from Bill Gates and his wife.  I
will tell you that some administrators received
pay raises immediately after the donation was
announced.  
I cannot quote the actual numbers, but it is
highly likely that attendance this semester at
CUNY is down, in large part due to the higher
tuition costs.  And so with the budget deficit
looming, administrators came up with the only
“logical” solution - charge the students more
money.  
Consider the proposed CDC fee.  That is a
“great” idea - charge students more money for
taking advantage of a much-needed service
designed to help enrich our education and our
future after college. Even though it is some-
thing that is to be provided in addition to our
classroom education.  
Also think about the proposed “college fee.”
What exactly is a college fee?  You mean we
have to pay money to go to college?  That
sounds rather similar to a thing called tuition!
So basically because of the administrators’ mis-
takes at CUNY and Baruch, the students will
have to pay for the difference of what they
thought they could get and what they actually
received.  Interesting how that works, we get
charged more for things that we have no say in
and benefits us the least (like pay raises).  
I want to say thank you to the Board of
Trustees who is looking out for the students’
best interests.  I am sure that we are all very
happy that we get to pay more money for our
education and yet the school still has a deficit.  
We are left with this:  We attend a business
school that is unable to handle its own business
correctly despite receiving more money from
students this semester.  As students we need to
fight these proposed fees and higher tuition
costs and to stop letting the administrators take
advantage of us.  So whose hand is in my wal-
let? Baruch’s. 
Whose Hand is in My Wallet?
DAN MARCHIONE
Ticking Question
Are you angered by the fees to fix the budget deficit?
Are you a cancer survivor?
Send your responses to the Op-Ed Editor at Beni720@Aol.com 
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Letters To Adam
Dear Adam,
I feel trapped.  I'm a single mom (the man left us when our daughter was a couple of months
old) and so I had to move back home with my family for financial reasons. Now I'm paying tuition
and making regular pay as a secretary and I can't seem to make ends meet financially. So I see
myself being home for quite a while, which makes me very depressed and trapped. Yes, I'm lucky
to even have parents that help me out. But I have no privacy. I live a very different lifestyle than
my parents and I see my daughter slowly taking on my parents' ways. It's not what I want for her.
Not only that, I met a man last year that I feel is the one. He feels the same. His mother passed
away in March '03 and he then said he can't handle being in a relationship and so he has disap-
peared as well. I can't take all these disappearing acts from men. Should I just turn to women?
Will they be more considerate of my feelings? Should I scold my parents for enforcing such strict
rules on my daughter? Please help.
100% Baffled
Dear 100% Baffled,
Scolding your parents is not the answer. You guys may live different lives but you share the same
blood. Your daughter needs love and support. You may be doing a great job in that area but she
needs more. Let her learn from your parents the wonderful things that they instilled in you. Tell
your parents how much you appreciate their help and explain to them that sometimes you just
need some space for yourself and your daughter. They will understand - it's their job to under-
stand. Don't lose hope on the man of your dreams. The man who left you and your daughter is a
deadbeat. The other man who disappeared needs to resolve some issues of his own - be patient.
In the meantime, stay positive. The happier you feel the quicker things will look up.
Adam 
Have a problem? Tell Adam. 
E-mail him at: LettersToAdam@aol.com. Keep it anonymous. 
Here are club event listings for the week span-
ning November 3 - November 16. If you like to
be listed for free in our upcoming issue which
comes out on November 17, please send your
event information along with contact info to
tickercalendar@hotmail.com. Listings for the
next issue should span the dates from
November 17 - November 23. 
November 4, 2003
Event: AIESEC Information Session
Sponsored By: AIESEC
Time: 7:30 PM
Location: VC 3-215
*Refreshments will be served. For more info, con-
tact the Weissman Center for International Business.
Event: Egyptian Jewish refugee and former 
Chief Econommist of Wells Fargo 
Bank, Abdel Wahed recounts in 
English and Arabic his family's 
explusion from Egypt and the
ethic cleansing of Jews
Sponsored By: Hillel
Location: VC 3-215
*Refreshments will be served.
November 6, 2003
Event: Information Session
Sponsored By: AIESEC and The Golden Key
International Honour Society
Time: 12:30 PM
Location: VC 3-125
*Refreshments will be served. For more info, con-
tact the Weissman Center for International Business.
Event: Computers in Law Forum
Sponsored By: Prelaw Society and CIS 
Society
Time: 12:30-2:30 PM (club hours)
Location: VC 11-155
Event: Bake Sale
Sponsored By: P.R.I.D.E.
Time: 12:30-2:30 PM (club hours)
Location: VC 2nd Floor Lobby
Event: Street Chess Awareness
Sponsored By: Chess Club 
Time: 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM
Location: 2nd Floor Lobby
*Play chess all day!!
November 14, 2003
Event: 2nd Annual SOS Fashions Show
Sponsored By: Shop of Style, The Ticker, 
LASO
Time: Doors open at 6:00 PM, Show starts at 
7:30 PM 
Location: Mason Hall
Event: New Candidates Dinner and Reunion
Sponsored By: Sigma Alpha Delta Honor 
Society
Time: 6:00 PM 
Location: VC Skylight Lounge
tuesday
C a l e n d a r
Phil, 
Forgive me, for I have seen the error of my
ways!  Um, not exactly. Where to begin?
Sports Editor Phillip Gong responded to a let-
ter I wrote criticizing a previous column of his
about the Mets.  At the end of his column, he
wrote that my examples were "weak and easily
disproved as this response showed."  His
response disproved nothing.  At best, he
showed that some people have a difference of
opinion.
Returning to the beginning, Gong did not like
my history lesson.  I will provide another.  The
Mets were lovable losers; it was only when
they suddenly played winning baseball that it
was Amazin'.  If a team comes from behind in
game after game, then they are said to show an
ability to overcome adversity.  But in the inter-
est of moving on, I will accept his use of it,
meaning they came from behind in the race.  It
is weak but what the hey.
Gong said that everyone who read the article
knew that he was saying "the Mets stink."  I
also knew that is what it said.  I knew the Mets
stink before the piece. So I ask again "what is
the point?"
I do wish to thank Gong for alerting me to the
fact that quotation marks are used to offset sar-
castic comments.  Silly me, I thought people
used quotation marks when they were quoting
something.  Now, I will know what to look for.
Gong did not like my argument that the Mets
did not look good on paper.  Actually, he said
this, "of course, is false."  Here are the cold
hard facts.  On the opening day roster, four of
the eight every day starters were on the wrong
side of thirty, and coming off career worst
years.  Look good so far?  
The other four were a rookie, a journeyman,
a gimpy all-star and Roger Cedeño.  I am
counting the wins already. I neglected to point
out the additions, because, as you see above
(and Cliff Floyd is the gimpy all-star), seven of
eight starters were looking very mediocre.  Just
because Gong agreed with Mets fans (yeah,
they're good judges) doesn't make it so.  Fans
are delusional.  Just as I am delusional in
believing that my Jets are still going to make
the playoffs.
Gong went on to say that I misunderstood his
statement about the Mets aggressively pursuing
a youth movement after Piazza's injury.  The
misunderstanding is his.  Piazza went down in
early May.  The youth movement began after
the Mets fired Steve Phillips, more than a
month later.
Gong makes the insane argument that his
comment about the Mets being cheap was only
meant as being relative to the Yankees.  Every
team is cheap compared to the Yankees!  My
point was that once you remove the Yankees
(and I am sure many people believe they are in
a league of their own) the Mets had the highest
payroll of anyone else!  I think that's a fair and
factual defense against being called cheap.
Why is it not a valid argument to mention
three playoff teams with low payrolls to
demonstrate that the Mets payroll is not entire-
ly relevant to their level of success?  If good
scouting can bring a World Series Champion to
South Florida on a low budget, why not the
Mets?  On the subject of the Marlins again, I
did not say the Mets "would enjoy the same
success in the near future."  What I wrote was,
"The Mets can hope that some of these rookies
form the nucleus of a championship caliber
team."  What is wrong with hope?  What was
the Marlins record last year?  For that matter,
what was it this year when they fired Jeff
Torborg?
Gong wrote that the Twins, Marlins, and A's
succeeded because of good young starting
pitching.  At the beginning of the season Josh
Beckett was a losing pitcher.  His career record
is 17-17.  Dontrelle Willis, while a talented
prospect, was off the radar.  Meanwhile, Jae
Seo had a good rookie season, and prospect
Royce Ring was just named to the US Olympic
team, not too shabby.  
Is Phillip Gong so knowledgeable of the Mets
Farm system that he can say there is no pitch-
ing on the way? I am pleased that Phillip Gong
finds my writing articulate and passionate.  I
also do occasionally write fiction.  This is not
it.
Hal Cohen
Student Responds To Phillip Gong’s 
Amazin’ Mets Part Two
It seems that every store along Broadway
from Prince to Canal Streets has complete
clones of name brand store and designer cloth-
ing. The people selling knock-off bags along
Canal Street are receiving lawsuits from
designers like Luis Vuitton, while stores along
Broadway, one block north, are able to display
obvious copy-cats right in their front windows.
The reason has to do with trademark laws and,
like everything else in this world, money. 
For example, the clothing company Bebe
recently had advertisements showing a pink
and black knit dress perfect for the fall season.
Not a week later, that same dress could be
found at any store downtown; not the original
designer’s nor the company’s intentions for
their dress. 
Innovation and creativity are contributed to
the designing of some clothing, like the Bebe
dress, and these kinds of designs should be pro-
tected against counterfeiting. While the popular
designer handbags that consist only of a com-
pany logo printed on leather are illegal to copy
and be sold as knock-offs, real designs are vul-
nerable. 
So where is the line drawn between what con-
stitutes as a possible lawsuit, and what is just
plain old copying? The answer is in trademark
laws. If a company has a trademark then only
their name and logo are protected. Any design
not bearing the companies name is up for grabs
in the counterfeiting world. It is far too compli-
cated to trademark each and every piece of
clothing produced by a designer, and would be
even worse to try and prosecute anyone who
created and sold knock-offs. 
To sum everything up, creative designs can be
copied and profited upon by others while use-
less name-branding is illegal to counterfeit.
This situation makes it almost impossible for a
designer to keep their clothing solely theirs,
and for new designers to make a profit off an
idea. So if you have an original idea, beware:
the law does not work well for you. 
thursday
Stolen Innovation
KERRI QUIGLEY
Recently, I made a very important decision in
my life. I had noticed many people throughout
the school and country had taken the risk, and
it was time for me to stop holding back and
take the plunge. That is right, I got a cell phone.
Now this was not an easy decision. After all,
it was nice leaving the house with people hav-
ing no way to contact me (except for my all but
obsolete beeper - in case I ever had to go back
in time to the seventh grade). Since ditching the
beeper, it now leaves four people in the known
universe who still have them (that is not count-
ing doctors, expecting fathers, and anyone
waiting to be seated at the Outback
Steakhouse).
But having a cell is nt all lemonade and Olsen
twins movies. It is slowly taking over, calling
me to take it out of my pocket and see if I
received a text message that I did not even hear.
Even if I do not, it still wants me to check the
phone book for no good reason or play a little
Snake. 
Leaving the house without it keeps me won-
dering who could be calling me at the moment.
I’ve become Gollum from Lord of the Rings. I
hope I do not get to the point where I refer to it
as “my precious”.
The phone also has a whole slew of acces-
sories that I can purchase to make my life even
more complicated. There is the holster, which
usually comes free with the phone, but the
salesperson will try to sell you another one any-
way. This device allows me to clip the phone
onto my belt and never sit comfortably again.
Everything is moving out of the pockets
nowadays. The phone now joins the keys and
wallet chains in moving us towards a utility-
belt-wearing society. It will not be long before
everyone adds a grappling hook and Batarang
to their waistband.
Another great investment is the changeable
faceplate. With these, your phone will finally
be able to “match your mood or style,” quickly
fulfilling all of our childhood dreams. This is
just another attempt by companies today to
make us feel like their mass-produced goods
can make us completely unique. When I drink
a Dr. Pepper in my Nike sneakers and Old
Navy T-shirt, I truly feel like an individual. But
that red faceplate can really separate me from
the pack like you would not believe.
Ringtones going off at the wrong times have
become as ubiquitous as Starbucks and Samuel
L. Jackson. They have also managed to take
some great songs and make them sound like
video game music from the 1980s.
There are so many wonderful options to use
with your cell. The hands-free device, an origin
of constant confusion, should come with a sign
that says, “No, I am not talking to you.” An
extra battery can come in handy, especially
since it never stays charged as long as they say
it will. 
If your phone has a color screen, you may be
able to make it through an entire call before it
needs recharging. An antenna that lights up
serves the same purpose as the antenna itself,
meaning nothing. You still will not get recep-
tion in your basement.
Nextel realized that hearing one end of a
stranger’s conversation was not annoying
enough, so they built a walkie-talkie into their
phones, so you can now hear both sides. And
let us not forget that great chirp sound in
between the riveting “Where are you? I am at
the such and such a place” exchanges.
The way I see it, it looks like cell phones are
here to stay, unless they become so small that
we all lose them, forcing us to put those beep-
ers back to use.
One Ringtone To Rule Them All
MATT MOREA
The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff.  The Ticker accepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students.  Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote.  Letters
must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and signed.  Unsigned letters will not be published.  However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request.  Writers
should provide day and evening telephone numbers.  All submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity.  Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Op-Eds editor.
friday
Write For Ticker Op-Ed
Send your submissions to Beni720@aol.com
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Golden Key and the Undergraduate Student Government
are organizing an indoor soccer tournament 
to raise Diabetes Awareness and to involve the community in exercise.
Each team will be made out of 5 players and there will be an 
entry fee of $5 per player. The winners will receive trophies.
If you are interested, please call Zack Kitsis 
at (646) 515-4388 or e-mail at zkitsis@hotmail.com.
We look forward to seeing you on the Tournament Day.
Sunday, November 9, 2003
VC B-2 Basketball Court
DIABETES AWARENESS
INDOOR SOCCER TOURNAMENT
Expressions
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The American Dream 
Hopes and dreams exist in all, 
Realistic or not some rise and some fall, 
We all want more and are rarely content, 
So has our American dream been bent? 
Years ago all it was was an opportunity, 
Our ancestors slaved away in unity, 
Together in factories or sweatshops for some, 
They worked for a nickel for a sibling to  
come, 
To join them here where streets were paved 
with gold, 
The story to us has been told, 
Many successes have been made, 
Dreamers with dreams that didn’t fade, 
Freedom to earn unlimited amounts, 
Of friends, education and bank accounts, 
Freedoms of religion, press and speech, 
God given rights for all we preach, 
Freedom to reach for the sky if you like, 
Freedom to sail, Freedom to hike, 
A child a dog a house a wife, 
A respectable job, a happy life, 
Vacations and in-laws what a blast, 
Big screen TV’s and a car that’s fast, 
Apple pie and freshly squeezed juice, 
Parks and public facilities for our use, 
Public bathrooms that always gleam, 
You are living The American Dream. 
By Stuart Goodman 
Untitled
A thousand miles away 
A thousand tears shed
A thousand words left unsaid
A thousand fears unexpressed
A thousand hugs given
A thousand kisses blown
A thousand dreams dreamt
A thousand reasons given
Nothing amounts to how I feel.
Now u say you’re sorry
Don’t you know it’s already too late?
What’s said was said
What’s done was done
There’s nothing you can say or do
To make this feeling go away
You live your life
Let me live mine.
By Alice Wong
Pretty
Bless the children for they are pure
Run from the water that leaps to the shore
Blood, leaking, making me weak
Wounds are hidden like secrets I keep
Dark, musty, a hole where I lay
Blanketed by darkness light can’t take away
Tired from nothing, tired all day
Knowing sadness joy can’t take away
Salvation to others, useless to me
Just can’t follow what I can’t see
Alone has become so normal to be
Captured by independence, thought to be free
Concentrate on nothing; do as I’m told
Work for money to buy the freedom I sold
Hope in a bottle, as good as gold
Hope in the wrapper that I can fold
God has mercy if you can have faith
God has deliverance if you can wait
Can’t wipe clean a broken slate
Can’t break through an open gate
Can’t do anything ‘cause I feel sick
Can’t get the treat if you try to trick
Dreams of a future much too strict
I’m much too smooth, much too slick
If you can’t hear then just don’t talk
If you didn’t crawl then you can’t walk
Bless the children for they are pure
Blood in the water; staining the shore
By Clarence
Underground Wasteland
Through a secret portal
Underneath anything you know
People without lights
Naked flesh everywhere
Because no one can see you
Beauty doesn’t exist
Because it couldn’t be recognized
Roaming free
No society
No class
Nowhere to move
Up or down
No money
Nothing to buy
Or to sell
This is not hell
It’s better
This is not heaven
It’s worse
This is not life
It isn’t real
Only voices
Searching
Crying
Begging
In endless pathways of
Darkness.
By Anastasia Donde
I Will Wait For You 
I am wandering all alone in the blue sky 
The winds are flowing all around, near and by 
One day I will surely come to show, for you 
my love is true 
And let there are million years to face, still I
will wait for you 
I am out of proof but listen, my heart is 
pounding 
My heart is all alone but see, you are in every 
surrounding 
No matter, I am standing first in the death   
queue 
And let there are million years to face, still I  
will wait for you
I will try to catch those flowing winds and  
passed time 
This heart will always remember you by 
singing sweet rhyme 
Please do not go, come back, as my days are  
few 
And let there are million years to face, still I
will wait for you 
By Ravi Jha
In The Cut brings to the big screen a side of
Meg Ryan few people have ever seen before. In
a film that is sexually raw and erotically daring,
Frannie Avery – the character played by Meg
Ryan – seems to be the antithesis of Ryan’s past
roles. Straying from the romantic and comedic
types familiar to Ryan, this one is a clear
change of pace and it is the story of “an unusu-
ally complex woman whose outward persona
turns out to be a mask that hides a profound
inner vulnerability.” 
Costarring Mark Ruffalo, Jennifer Jason
Leigh, Nick Damici, and Sharrieff Pugh, and
with Kevin Bacon, In The Cut begins by paint-
ing the picture of a woman, Frannie, who feels
shortchanged by life. A romance-wary creative
writing teacher, she seems to merit more yet
finds herself lonely and wanting. In light of a
murder in the neighborhood, Frannie makes the
acquaintance of Detective Malloy and is sud-
denly intrigued. At that moment, her life gets a
burst of excitement and a carnal connection
ignites between the two. But soon, suspicion
spills into the relationship as a result of a string
of local murders and things spin out of control.
Directed by Jane Campion and produced by
Nicole Kidman, this film has a sexual nature
that is certainly not shy. Immediately in the
opening scenes, a random woman is shown, on
her knees, orally pleasing a man in a bar – a
foreshadowing, or perhaps a warning, of the
explicitness ahead. Shortly after, Meg Ryan
engages in what may shock the audience. In
bed and stripped down to nothing but her
panties, Fannie begins to manually pleasure
herself – a display of her need for sexual grati-
fication and her frustration. When Detective
Malloy is introduced into the plot, the shock
factor jumps to new levels. The pair leaves
nothing to the imagination: while Fannie saun-
ters about the apartment with her breasts on dis-
play, Malloy is comfortable to “hang out” on
the bed. It gets vulgar and awkward when
Malloy articulates exactly how he would like to
please Fannie, though neither of them seems to
be bothered by the dialogue.
But the sexuality is not the only thing that
keeps the audience’s attention. Coupled with
that is the thriller aspect of the movie. Someone
is responsible for these murders and the mys-
tery of it all creates an intensity that thrusts the
film forward. The audience questions the cul-
pability of everyone from Fannie’s Black stu-
dent to her crazed and menacing ex-boyfriend,
played by Kevin Bacon (who does a great job
of providing the comic relief). Of course, the
movie throws a curveball to surprise viewers.
But the fact that there is an inconceivable twist
will not come as a surprise to many because it
seems that, today, this is the only way that
Hollywood can keep the public in suspense.
All in all, despite the utterly frustrating con-
clusion, In The Cut is 118 minutes well spent. It
gives you more than a glance of a gorgeous
woman in her natural form and, if that is not
enough, it keeps your juices flowing with some
good murder mystery. Check it out in NY/LA
October 22, 2003 and nationwide October 31. 
In the Cut Finds the Inner
Vulnerability of a Woman
By ADAM DAYAN
Iron Maiden released their first album in
1980. They were the first band to be called
“British Metal” and with their fellow country-
men from Led Zeppelin and Black Sabbath,
they changed the sound of rock music. Though
they never gained any critical success, and the
mainstream perceived them as Satanists
because of their grim mascot Eddie, they were
still an underground success. Though Iron
Maiden may not be a household name they still
managed to sell out Madison Square Garden
this summer. After the tour came the release of
their 13th studio effort, Dance of Death. 
Given that the band has been one for two
decades, one might expect the new album to
sound stale. However it is far from it. Dance of
Death sounds surprisingly fresh, in the old
school fashion. In a time where legends like
Metallica try to keep up with the times, and
recruit new fans, and ultimately alienate their
original fan base, Iron Maiden stays true to
their sound. The album opens with ‘Wildest
Dreams’ with Nicko McBrain doing a 1,2,3,4
count off, and any song that begins with a
count-off better deliver the goods, and it sure
does. The track is fast, heavy and may encour-
age those playing the track in their cars to put
the pedal to the metal, especially when Bruce
Dickinson sings “I’m gonna exorcise the
demons of my past/ I’m gonna take the car and
hit the open road.” The second track is reminis-
cent of their last studio album Brave New
World, but that’s not a bad thing. The track is
one of the many highlights on the album. When
the aptly titled Montsegur comes on, Maiden
shows its “cajones,” the opening riff is so heavy
that its sure to wet the pants of so-called “hard
rockers” that can be found on radio. But the
classic Maiden sound shows itself on the epic
title track. With blistering guitar riffs and incen-
diary solos, that’s sure to be ear candy for any
Metal fan, and Bruce Dickinson singing, “Let
me tell you a story to chill the bones about a
thing that I saw one night wandering in the
Everglades” — it cannot get better than that.
The album falters on ‘Gates of Tomorrow’ and
‘New Frontier.’ The tracks are still high quality
but just not up to par with the juggernaut that
are ‘Montsegur’ and ‘Dance of the Dead’. Still
on these tracks the band remains tight and more
importantly they seem to complement each
other, and on ‘Gates of Tomorrow’ Dickinson’s
voice truly shines. The low point in the album
is ‘Paschendale’, a track that just doesn’t seem
to go anywhere. However the band redeems
itself with the menacing ‘Age of Innocence’.
The album closes with ‘Journeyman,’ the only
slow track on the album and parts with the lis-
teners by saying, “I say what I want and no one
can take it away.” We don’t think anyone will. 
Dance of Death has a surprisingly fresh sound
and showcases the talent of guitarists Janick
Gers, David Murray, and Adrian Smith. After
one listen to this album, one can clearly see the
influence Maiden has had on bands like
Megadeath, Metallica and Heavy Metal in gen-
eral. Critical listeners may complain of the
cheesy dungeons and “dragonesque” lyrics
(Iron Maiden never were very thought provok-
ing) and simple drum beats but even they will
not feel disappointed. 
A Band So Fascinated by Death,
It Refuses to Die
Iron Maiden’s 13th studio release is Dance
of Death. (Photo/ www.ironmaiden.com)
Meg Ryan is lying in bed, happy about
something. (Photo/ countdown.com)
By FARIAZ RABBANI
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By NAOTA NANADABA
Anime Title: His and Her Circumstances Box Set
Manga Title: Kare Kano Vol. 1-5 (of 13+)
Genre: Romantic Comedy
Original Story: Masami Tsuda
Rated: 13+
Anime Distributor: Rightstuf
Manga Distributor: TOKYOPOP Inc.
Originally released as Kareshi Kanojo no
Jijouin in Japan, the critically acclaimed manga
and anime series has been enormously success-
ful on both sides of the Pacific. Amongst the
anime community, Kareshi Kanojo no Jijouin is
practically a classic. 
When the series made its way onto
American shores, both took on a new name.
The manga used Kare Kano, the commonly
abbreviated version of the Japanese name,
while the anime chose His and Her
Circumstances, the literal translation. Currently
the anime has ended with 26 episodes and the
manga is still pushing on with 13 volumes.
An unparalleled romantic comedy, Kareshi
Kanojo no Jijouin, follows the growth of two
model high school students, Yukino and
Souichirou. After spending her entire life aim-
ing for and being the best student, Yukino's ego
is damaged when Souichirou outshines her as
the class leader of their new freshman high
school class. Hidden behind her façade as the
perfect student, Yukino's true narcissistic per-
sonality is evident as she plots to dethrone
Souichirou. However somewhere along the
way her plan makes an unexpected detour as
she lets down her guard and the two began to
fall in love. Together they make a pact to shed
their masks and learn to be more open and hon-
est to each other and to themselves.
Encountering many problems along the way the
two are determined to over come each one and
fight to stay together.
The anime series follow the manga almost
percisely. As of volume five of the manga, the
only real differences between the two series were
the order of some of the scenes. The similarities
were not limited to story and structure, but also
in animation style. Tsuda's artistic style of simple
art, massive text, and constant abrupt changes
from normally drawn to super deformed charac-
ter carries over to the anime. The anime also cre-
ates a unique identity by including paper cuts,
crayon sketches and black and white photogra-
phy in various scenes. No other series has ever
taken so many chances in one series, but at the
end it worked perfectly making it a truly memo-
rable experience. It worked so perfectly that it
even balanced off some of the quality issues of
the animation. Having been made in 1996, the
anime had dull colors and shaky frame work
between scenes, which normal for its time, are
poor for today's standards.
Regardless of the animation, the true force
behind the success of the series was the excep-
tional quality of the story. Although the general
love and hardship theme is not the most original,
it is superbly executed. The sentimental story
connects with the audience. Facing real relation-
ship problems, equipped with real and compli-
cated personalities, the audience can not help but
relate to or at least sympathize with them. The
level of drama twists with some insane laugh out
loud antics, which are entertaining whether
reading the manga or watching the anime. 
The major draw back of the anime is that it
was loaded with recap episodes. When one
recap is more than enough for a 26 episode
series, His and Her Circumstances' magic num-
ber was four. It seemed like after ever five
episodes a recap is given, hindering the fluidity
of the series. In a similar way the manga also
suffers from this problem, but instead of recaps
two of the volumes are filled with random short
stories that have nothing to do with Kare Kano.
Worst yet, these shorts made by Tsuda are very
bad and waste about 1/4 of a volume.
An abrupt ending also burdened the anime.
Rather then ending the series at 22, which was
where the story revolving around Arima and
Yukio came to close, the story was lengthened
another few episodes to dive deeper into sub
characters. This opened up entirely new and
interesting storyline, right before the series
came to and end. This tactic was designed to
draw attention to the manga series and get the
audience to run and pick them up to find out
what happens next. The upside for American
audiences is that the manga was picked up. The
downside is that the series is currently only up
to volume 5, when the anime ended with the
story from volume 9.
Despite the problems that faced both series,
they are still a must get for manga and anime
fans alike. It is almost a guarantee that after
watching the anime, the viewer will be drawn
to pick up the manga and vice versa. The anime
even does a good job subtitling and dubbing
that will please both hardcore anime fans and
newcomers. Even all the onscreen text is trans-
lated with soft subtitles, which quite a task con-
sidering how much there is in His and Her
Circumstances. The DVDs are also jam packed
with extras, but fans of Ganaix, the producers
of the anime, get an extra treat as the anime is
loaded with both subtle and obvious references
to some of their famous series like Neon
Genesis Evangelion.
From Kare Kano to His and Her Circumstances
The Cover of His and Her Circumatances
Vol. 1 (Photo/ Right Stuf)
Anime:
Story: A-
Visual:        B+
Audio: B+
Extras: A
Manga:
Story: A
Artwork:     B
By NAOTA NANADABA
Anime title: Initial D vol. 1-2 (of 10)
Manga title: Initial D vol. 1-2 (of 23+)
Genre: Racing Drama
Executive Producer: Ren Usami
Rated: 13+
Distributor: TOKYOPOP Inc.
Takumi has not ambitions or direction in
life. Following the same mundane routine of
delivering tofu for his father's shop, going to
school, and going to work at the local gas sta-
tion, his life is pretty boring and tiring. Street
racing on Mount Akina is the only thing kids do
in his town but he is complete uninterested.
Seeing driving as a chore for delivering tofu to
Mount Akina, he is unaware of the masterful
technique he has learned over the past five
years. Then the Akagi Red Suns street racing
team challenges the local Akina Speed Stars to
a downhill race on Mount Akina. Now a caught
up Takumi  must defend the honor of Akina,
not for pride, fame, or glory, but for a full tank
of gas promised to him by his father if he wins.
A flare is ignited inside him afterwards, one
that might give him the direction he needs.
While Initial D looked like it would focus
completely on the racing, it was nice to see that
time was spent on the characters. Besides rac-
ing the characters had a personal storyline, like
the growing relationship between Takumi and
Natsuki. This adds to the quality of the series
while keeping its exciting roots of car racing.
Having Takumi drive and old AE86 and still be
able to beat drivers with much better cars
shows that money does not buy skill.
The animation follows the manga style. The
character designs differ from other manga and
anime since they are more realistically
designed but with a slightly goofy approach.
The characters’ faces are not the most attractive
one to grace the pages of manga, but the dis-
tinct style was memorable.
The English dubbing totally reworks the
series to cater to the average American viewer.
Besides just English voice dubbing the sound-
track is complete reworked with hip-hop beats
and lyrics to mimic The Fast and the Furious.
The amateur hip-hop tracks are not unbearable
and do there job of setting the mood. Following
the trend, the English voiceovers use more
modern American slang and change character
names to make things easier. Takumi become
Tak, Natsuki become Natalie and so forth. This
change will seriously annoy the otaku, but the
dub version was not made for them. However,
the manga only comes in one version and the
name changes will seriously piss off hardcore
Initial D fans.
The anime come packed with a classic and a
“Tricked out” version. The Tricked out version
supposedly has enhanced video, but after watch-
ing both version of the same episode the quality
looks practically the same. The only noticeable
difference was that the CG racing scenes were
modified with various effects like motion blur,
mirror reflection, and split screen. The CG,
which was not too attractive to begin with, was
not helped with these new effects. For the best
viewing experience, the best bet is the classic
version with English subtitles or the dubs
because the Tricked out version is pretty bad.
The first six episodes of the anime mirror
the manga, using only one and two-third vol-
umes of the story. With a lot more story ahead,
the start of the series is strangely addictive. So
with only three episodes to a DVD, the first two
volumes are practically a tease, ending right
when the story gets exciting. However with an
incredibly low retail price who can complain
when other DVDs with three episodes go for
50% more. 
For an in-depth interview with the producer of
Initial D check out The Ticker website, key
word Ren Usami.
Anime:
Story: B+
Visual:       B
Audio: B+
Extras: C
Manga:
Story: B+
Artwork:     B
Takumi and his AE86 (Photo/TOKYOPOP Inc.)
The Cover of Kare Kano Vol. 1 
(Photo/ TOKYOPOP Inc.)
Initial D, the Street Racers Paradise
By JINTO HYDE
Title: RahXephon vol. 1-4 (of 7)
Genre: Sci-Fi
Time: 400 min. (16 episodes)
Rated: 13+
Distributor: ADV Films
It is the year 2015 AD, and Tokyo with its 23
million occupants is the last remaining city in
an otherwise desolate and uninhabited Earth.
Within this city we are introduced to the lead
character of Ayato Kamiya, a high school stu-
dent, whose life is about to get turned upside
down when a war breaks out and the enemy is
a mysterious group of fighter crafts that are
apparently from outside Tokyo. 
The train that Ayato's is on is damaged in the
ensuing melee. Escaping the wreckage Ayato
runs into his classmate Reika Mishima. As they
attempt to seek shelter, you get a sense that all
is not normal when you see the battle sequence
between the invaders and the Tokyo Defense
Force. Apparently the Defense Force's
"weapon" is a giant organic humanoid looking
mecha with wings, which floats through the air
and attacks by singing. 
Meanwhile Ayato and Reika are being pur-
sued by a mysterious group of MIB looking
men who are interested in kidnapping them.
They are saved by a woman named Haruka
Shitow who seems to know what is happening
and is willing to share that information if he is
willing to follow her. However Ayato does not
trust her, so he and Reika escape on an empty
train unknowingly headed to an underground
shrine called the Xephon. As they approach a
huge egg hatches revealing RahXephon, a
powerful humanoid looking mecha with wings
on its head. Ayato finds himself teleported
inside of it and remarkably is able to stop the
assault on the city but passes out soon after. 
When he awakens later in a hospital, his
friend Reika is gone and no one remembers
seeing the RahXephon.  This seem strange to
Ayato and curiosity leads him to accept
Haruka's invitation to meet later that night.
This turns out to have unforeseen consequences
as Reika is seemingly killed when Ayato,
Haruka and the RahXephon get teleported out-
side of Tokyo.
It is outside where Ayato discovers that
Tokyo or Tokyo Jupiter, as the rest of the world
calls it, has been conquered by an alien race
called the Mulians and they have a grand
scheme in place to keep everyone in Tokyo
from finding out. What is also shocking is that
to those trapped inside Tokyo Jupitor, the entire
world is dead and it is the year 2015. But to the
outside world, is it actually 2027 and they're
looking for ways to stop the Mulians and
reclaim Tokyo. 
BONES production studio did a first rate job
on RahXephon. Visually the series is stunning
with lots of details and vibrant colors, as well as
top notch character and mecha designs.  What
intrigued me most about the mecha designs was
the fact that they had an Egyptian or Babylonian
influence. Very unusual, but it works, particu-
larly the design of the RahXephon.
The characters are also very well developed,
particularly Ayato and Quon. Ayato is not a
whiny brat whom you consistently wonder how
he managed to inherit an all powerful robot in
the first place. He is portrayed as just an aver-
age kid who is placed under extraordinary cir-
cumstances and is just trying to deal with the
situation as best as he can. Although Quon is
human, her personality has a rather other
worldly facet. She is very perceptive though
she has a somewhat detached way of looking at
everyday situations.
RahXephon is an interesting series which
tries to present itself as a serious drama rather
than a traditional giant robot series full of non-
stop robot action. If you took out the mecha
aspect to RahXephon, I still believe that it
would be a great series to watch. The series is
very engrossing with lots subplots and seem-
ingly miscellaneous information that you know
will likely come back to form a larger story line
for the main characters. I highly recommend
this series to viewers.
RahXephon, an Unconventional Mecha Series
Anime Grade: 
Story: A-
Visual:        B+
Audio: A
Extras: B
The mecha RahXephon  (Photo/ ADV Films)
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SOS  nd  Annual Fashion Show
Friday November   in Mason
Hall
Doors open @ pm show starts @
pm
Tickets on sale NOW in the Office of
Student Life VC 	
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- Shop of Style -
You thought you could fight it 
 
 

You thought you could resist the urge

 

But we’re here to show you the best is  yet to come

So be prepared
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Denim is a classic material that has
survived year after year, trend to trend,
never losing its wear ability  and look.
You can dress it up or down, constant-
ly adding to the versatility of this time-
less fabric..  It comes in every possible
color you can imagine, from light-
weight to heavy denim, indigo or stone
wash, or any of the new washes that
grace the runways each year.  You can
get  anything from a tie to a scarf or
head wrap to a skirt to a whole suit!  It
is now possible to wear denim to work
as well because  of the different cuts in
jeans and denim pants that are made
just for the workplace; jeans are no
longer just for lounging or bumming
out on the weekends.  
Ladies, jeans and boots are a great
look when going to  class or to a club.
A denim skirt can always work
because it comes in so many different
lengths. Pair a denim mini for high
boots, or a 3/4 denim skirt with low or
flat heels.  The possibilities are truly
endless! Plus the sweaters that  are
trendy this season can easily be paired
with your favorite jeans to create a
look that’s  all your own.
Gents, you can never go wrong with
denim.  There are more cuts to jeans
than  just the baggy  carpenter  styles.
Most men’s lines available now have
many different cuts such as the boot-
cut , straight leg and the classic cut.
Washed or tinted  denim with boots or
shoes go great for an evening look.
Just wear a collared shirt underneath  a
v-neck  sweater and you’re good to go.  
Denim jackets are now available in so
many options.  You can always get the
classic denim jacket that  never goes
out of style or the newer cuts that  are
gracing the runways this fall and win-
ter . There are also the lined jackets
that  come equipped with fur or shear-
ling to keep you warm this season.
Long denim coats will work for work
while the shorter  cropped styles work
for a night out.  Which ever way you
chose to wear your denim, you can
never go wrong with any style or
design; and don’t be afraid to experi-
ment and create a style all your own.
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By ZANETA REID and VICKY LAPY
If you thought denim was just jeans then you’re definitely mistaken.  Denim can be applied to any item of
clothing or accessory adding to any look.
T h e  T r e n d s e t t e r - D e n i m  P i e c e s
THE TICKER ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT NOVEMBER 3, 2003
5. (Photo/ Delias.com)
Price: $34.00
1. (Photo/ Wetseal.com)
Price: $59.00
1. (Photo/ Forever21.com)
Price: $32.80
2. (Photo/ Delias.com)
Price: $40.00
4. (Photo/ Forever21.com)
Price: $24.80
3. (Photo/ Wetseal.com)
Price: $46.00
Places to buy your your denim:
Triple 5 Soul- New York brand that is becoming increasingly popular
Gap- a staple in classic denim wear 
Levi’s- the great all-American classic that constantly re-invents its
style
BEARCAT PROWLINGS
NOVEMBER 3, 2003
Baruch Eliminates John Jay in
CUNYAC Volleyball Quarterfinals
By PHILLIP GONG
After the New York Yankees beat the Boston
Red Sox in that thrilling Game 7, I was confi-
dent that the Yankees would take care of their
next opponent in the World Series, the Florida
Marlins.  I was careful not to overlook the
Marlins, like many other Yankees fans.  I did
not predict a sweep of Yanks in five.  The
Marlins were a scrappy team and had defeated
two good teams to get to the World Series.  Yet,
I still believed that the Yankees would win
eventually in six games.  The World Series did
indeed end in six games, but with the Yankees
on the losing end.  The Marlins won the Series
4-2.   A major disappointment.
I was hoping that 2003 would be the year that
the Yankees would win their 27th World
Championship, but it was not to be.  The team
of destiny this year would be the Florida
Marlins.  Instead of bashing the Yankees poor
hitting with runners in scoring position, I will
focus my attention on giving praise to the feisty
N.L. Wild Card Florida Marlins.
On paper, there are not many big name stars
on the Florida Marlins.  Sure, Juan Pierre, Ivan
Rodriguez, Josh Beckett, and Dontrelle Willis
are good players, but these names do not strike
fear into the hearts of their opponents.  These
guys are young and untested said Marlins pes-
simists.  With the Marlins World Series tri-
umph, however, they proved to the world that
they should have been feared all along.  They
passed through this postseason test with an A+.  
The Giants, Cubs and Yankees all underesti-
mated the Marlins and have seen these confi-
dent, inexperienced young kids beat them
unexpectedly.  When you looked into the eyes
of the Marlins players, you could not see any
fear in them.  In hostile environments such as
Wrigley Field in Chicago and Yankee Stadium
in New York, the Marlins remained focused on
winning and were unfazed by the loud noise.
The Marlins had fun being in the World Series
, while some of the Yankees players seemed to
be pressing and on edge.
Aaron Boone and Alfonso Soriano, in partic-
ular, looked horrible this series.  After hitting
the game winning home run to clinch the ALCS
against Boston, Aaron Boone had a miserable
series against the Marlins by batting .143.  His
most disappointing at-bats came in Game Four
when he failed to drive home Ruben Sierra at
third base in the top of the ninth inning.  Boone
choked again when he left the bases loaded in
the top of the 11th.  I can still see Alfonso
Soriano striking out on pitches down and away
from the strike zone; he had nine strikeouts in
the six games played and batted a lousy .227.  I
also don’t want to forget to yell at Jeff Weaver
and Jose Contreras who blew games four and
five respectively, for the Yankees.  Their inef-
fectiveness out of the bullpen was another rea-
son the Marlins have become World
Champions.   
The blame shouldn’t be placed solely on
Boone, Soriano, Weaver and Contreras though.
The rest of the Yankees lineup also showed
great futility with runners in scoring position;
they always blew opportunities to get the big
hit and score some much needed runs.  In the
final game of the Yankees season, the Yankees’
hitters combined to go 0-for-7 with runners in
scoring position.  It was frustrating to watch
each opportunity slip by as the innings got
closer to the 9th and the outs reached closer to
27.  
The young phenom Josh Beckett deserved a
lot of credit in shutting down the Yankees line-
up in Games Three and Six.  That’s why he was
named World Series MVP.  His teammates also
got clutch base hits when the opportunity pre-
sented itself, something the Yankees couldn’t
match in this series.  Perhaps next year, when
the Yankees reach the World Series again, Jason
Giambi, Aaron Boone, and Jose Contreras will
play a little better now that they experienced
playing in a World Series. (And no, I can’t say
that the Yankees will reach the World Series
next year; I doubt that they will make it out of
the ALDS if they don’t re-sign Pettitte and get
some new pitchers).  
The Yankees had a 50 ton anvil on their backs
that they couldn’t get rid off,  while the Marlins
played the games with absolutely no pressure
on them as if they were actually a fish swim-
ming effortlessly upstream into the tributary
(What a horribly corny line).  In any case, that
was the difference.  
Congratulations to the Florida Marlins who
should have been sizzling in the Yankees’ fry-
ing pan right now, but are instead swimming  to
Florida, celebrating their World Series victory.
By SHAN-SAN  WU 
Sunday’s CUNYAC Cross-Country
Championship was the last chapter to a story
that the 2003 Baruch women’s team had been
writing all season long.  Like any good ending,
the outcome was, in doubt from start to finish.
Like all good things, this season came to an
end.  And although the Bearcat runners came
up just a few minutes short of a championship,
they ran with the talent and the will to give the
eventual champions, the Hunter College
Hawks, a run for their money.
"It didn’t matter what place we came in indi-
vidually," said team captain Hana Pechackova.
"Today, we finished as a team."
All five of Baruch’s scoring runners finished
in the race’s top 20, good enough for second-
place CUNYAC team honors. Hunter, champi-
ons for five out of the past six years, finished
with their sixth title in seven. The John Jay
College Women’s Team came in third. 
"I did my best today," said Bearcat runner
Mercedes Zegarra (25:45). "We all ran well."
Finish times in the 25-minute range from
Zegarra and junior Jennifer Liriano (25:09),
combined with a personal best time from walk-
on senior Andy Andujar (25:54), gave the team
a lift from its 3-4-5 runners.  It also comple-
mented the efforts of the team’s top two run-
ners, Pechackova and Liz Lushpenko, who
were both engaged in running duels, of their
own.
Lushpenko, who had built a lead behind race
leaders in the first 4 kilometers of the race,
emerged from the Van Cortlandt hills onto the
grassy straightaway to the finish line with less
of an advantage than she thought. 
"I came out of the hills when I suddenly heard
footsteps," said Lushpenko.
Those footsteps belonged to veteran Hunter
runners; three Hawks running as a group were
hot on her heels.  But Lushpenko held them off
and crossed the finish line in fifth place with a
time of 22:12: her best time of the year
"I was just 12 seconds ahead of the runner
behind me," said Lushpenko." That’s not a very
big lead in a cross-country race."
Pechackova, running in the last cross country
meet of her storied intercollegiate career,
stayed with the race's front-runners. She
renewed her rivalry with an old friend, York
College’s Tolulope Ojo (2nd place, 20:53), and
ran head-to-head against two of the confer-
ence’s top runners: Hunter’s Donna Mahoney
(1st place, 20:43) and Jen Zaccariello (3rd
place, 20:57).
Crossing the finish line was a bittersweet
moment for Pechackova, who had broken the
21-minute mark last week in her victory at the
Baruch Invitational. The 2000 CUNYAC
champion finished fourth overall on Sunday
with a time of 21:06.  But by finishing among
the race’s top four, against the conference’s
swiftest runners, the Bearcat captain made cer-
tain that she and Lushpenko, Zegarra, Liriano,
Andujar, Karen Christian, Cristina Scorza, Jill
Hertzman and Abigail Ryan  – would not be
denied their share of laurels on this day.
As she approached the winners’ podium to
accept the CUNYAC second place trophy along
with her coach, her teammates cheered.
"My relationship with this team will last for-
ever," said Pechackova.
Minutes later, as the Hunter team was posing
for its CUNYAC Championship photo at the
podium, the Bearcats came together away from
the crowd for an impromptu team photo of their
own. Everyone reached for the trophy, every-
one wanted to touch it as they raised it high if
only to hold onto their 2003 season for just a
few seconds longer.
Second Place Finish for Bearcats in
CUNYAC Cross-Country Championship 
T h o u g h t s  F r o m  t h e  E d i t o r
T h i s  W e e k ’ s  T o p i c :  W o r l d  S e r i e s  W r a p u p
By SHAN-SAN WU 
Heading into the CUNYAC Championship
Quarterfinals at the CCNY gymnasium, on
Tuesday, the Baruch Women's Volleyball team
was ready. They were ready to make up for the
times when it looked like they had lost their
focus during the season and were ready to
silence the murmurs of a disappointing year.
And as it turned out, they were ready for their
first-round opponents, the John Jay
Bloodhounds.
"We came to take care of business," said
Baruch middle blocker Sadis Sequeira. 
They did exactly that, defeating John Jay 3-
0 in their best of five series and earning the
right to advance into the tournament where
they will face CCNY in the conference semifi-
nals on Thursday.
"Our first team has been going up all-out
against our second team in practice," said
Baruch Coach Krishna Dass.  "Our second
team has been simulating what we think our
opponents will be doing."
The results of the week's efforts were on dis-
play right from the start as Baruch took advan-
tage of a spate of John Jay errors and strong
play by Baruch’s Jennifer O'Conner to estab-
lish a commanding lead en route to a 30-13 vic-
tory in the match's first game.
Minus the errors, John Jay fought back late in
game two and brought the Bloodhounds to
within six points of Baruch. But consecutive
Bearcat blocks of attempted John Jay attacks,
and a record-setting offensive performance
from O'Conner, turned back their attempted
rally and ensured that 26-20 was as close as
John Jay would come to evening the series. 
O'Conner was joined by 2002 CUNYAC All-
Stars Sequeira, who contributed 18 digs, and
Safia Mian, who set up the Bearcat attack with
34 assists.
"Jen played out of her mind tonight," said
Dass.
O’Conner's presence in the middle was evi-
dent as John Jay attackers found little success
at the net against Bearcat blockers.  On offense,
O’Conner was just as efficient against an
equally athletic John Jay frontcourt, with 22
successful attacks out of 32 attempts: the
CUNYAC's best single match attack percent-
age of the year.
The third game of the series was played in
much the same manner as the first. Despite an
impassioned team huddle to start the game and
a valiant effort from John Jay’s Kerri Kosloski,
fewer errors and more consistent play from the
Bearcats proved too much for the Bloodhounds
to overcome as they fell 30-14. 
"Everyone played well," said Baruch
Volleyball Coach Krishna Dass. "We were real-
ly focused today."
It was the second time in as many weeks that
the Bearcats defeated the Bloodhounds. But
there wasn't much celebrating done by the
Bearcats after the game.
All it took to understand why was a glance
into the stands. The CCNY women's team,
undefeated in CUNYAC play all season, 22-4
overall, and coming off of a first-round sweep
of 8th seeded Medgar Evers, was in attendance.
Led by three-time conference player of the
week, Erja Vettenranta, CCNY was comfort-
able on their home court. Alongside their fans,
they watched to see which team they would
face next on their way to the 2003 champi-
onship. 
They won't have to wait too long. The
Bearcats will face the heavily favored CCNY
team on Thursday, October 30 at 5 p.m.
"We're not worried," said Sequeira.
Baruch’s Karen Christian, Liz Lushpenko and Hana Pechackova pose for a Cross-Country
Team photo (Photo/ Shan-san Wu).
Jennifer O’Connor leads the Bearcats with  22 kills in Baruch’s victory over John Jay
(Photo/ Shan-San Wu)
